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Marketing Lessons from a Movie
Marketing and advertising, at best, are at the heart of contemporary culture; they both echo it
and help create it. Good movies have long been more than escapist entertainment; they can

Meet the new US
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inspire or define a generation.
Much has been said about Slumdog Millionaire and its Oscar sweep. Perhaps at first glance it
did seem to be an unlikely winner in an American awards show. A low-budget movie filmed in
Mumbai with Indian actors, British-written and directed, and financed by
Australian-born Rupert Murdoch’s Fox Pictures, based in Hollywood. However,
America’s ability to embrace other cultures and peoples still exists. After all, the
country remains a nation of immigrants of all colors and creeds. Even
President Obama, when discussing the issue of “first dog,” was quoted as
saying, “it’s a tossup between a purebred and a mutt like me.”
Certainly, the appeal of Slumdog and its lead character of orphan Jamal

Associated Newspapers, UK

Including The Daily Mail (the UK’s highest-circulated quality newspaper
with 6 million readership), Mail on Sunday, and Evening Standard.

Il Sole 24, Italy

The leading Italian business newspaper (340,000 circulation), along
with sister titles including the new men’s magazine IL and the travel/
tourism magazine Viaggi del Sole.

Malik speaks to the fact that both movie viewership and the movie business are
rapidly becoming more global. The U.S. may still be a huge movie exporter,
but it has now acknowledged, embraced and applauded Bollywood.
The world is undoubtedly going through a time of tremendous change. Despite the
difficulties of a largely Western banking infrastructure, there is still growth in the “rest” of the

Groupe GISI, France

16 industrial, tourism, insurance and other vertical publications for the
)UHQFK PDUNHW LQFOXGLQJ ¼DJVKLS WLWOH L’Usine Nouvelle which reaches
senior levels in manufacturing industry.

world. And that is good news. We are being enriched by more of a cultural mixture than ever
before. This brings new energy, fresh thinking, and inevitably more growth for all.
Marketing today, too, is changing — largely to reflect these new realities of our global world.
Interestingly, some of the most brilliant stars in our own Awards for Innovation in Media came
from campaigns that recognized how collaboration from all corners of the earth can make for
better work and for better connections with people — wherever they may be. Marketing has

&DWKD\ 3DFLÀF ,QÁLJKWV $VLD

5HDFK DQ H[FOXVLYH DQG DI¼XHQW DXGLHQFH WKURXJK WKHVH 3DQ$VLDQ
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and demographics, via tailored travel sections.

already embraced our changing world.

Deborah Malone, publisher
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Techno-chic by HP
HP has launched the world’s first digital clutch, designed by Vivienne Tam,
which made its innovative marketing debut on the runways of New York’s
Fashion Week in March. The pairing of fashion and technology was certainly
a break-through move for the tech giant whose operations span 170
countries. Yet, having computer options for women makes sense.
The peony-designed mini computer is light-weight and just an inch thick.
Woman can buy just the computer or the “bundle” that includes matching
Vivienne Tam scarf and tote bag. The campaign continues beyond the
runway to the other fashion and women’s media, including print titles, Elle,
Décor, Vogue, Vanity Fair, Marie Claire, Lucky, Parents Magazine and the U.S.
TV cooking program, The Rachael Ray Show.

Do Re Mi Goes Viral
VTM or Vlaamse Televisie Maatschappij, Dutch-speaking Belgium’s key
commercial television station, recently used an unexpected dance stunt at
Antwerp’s Central Station to promote a new reality program, called “Op
zoek naar Maria” or “Looking for Maria.” The show is a talent search for an
actress to play the leading role in The Sound of Music.
More than 200 dancers performed what-appeared-to-be a spontaneous
reaction to "Do Re Mi" for four minutes at the busy commuter hours of
8am. (The staging is similar to T-Mobile’s ad set in London’s Liverpool
Street Station.) What VTM didn’t expect was that the clever promotion
would go viral on YouTube. According to comments, many people around
the world, particularly those who don’t speak Dutch, watch it whenever they
want to smile.
To smile yourself, go to:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WkBepgH00GM

World Economic Forum
Annual Meeting 2009
The International Advertising Association (IAA)
teamed with World Economic Forum to develop
the invitation-only Workspace session that
addressed “Shaping the Climate Change
Message” to address advertising’s role in helping
the environment. Pictured leading the breakout
group is Michael Lee, Executive Director of the
IAA. Sir Martin Sorrell, Group Chief Executive of
WPP considers the debate as other corporate
leaders participate.
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Jet Set Life for £10 a day or London Office
for £29 a month?
How can you travel for business with new budget restrictions, stay connected and still indulge in
occasional luxuries like private chefs, personal trainers, and car service with S-Class edition
Mercedes? Impossible? Think again. In fact, think Hub Culture’s London Pavilion, the company’s
first fixed location on Carnaby Street in central London. It just may be a new answer for
international business in these times.
Hub Culture has been active in events and activities
around the world, and has rolled out short term
Pavilions in locations as diverse as Rio de Janeiro and St.
Moritz in an effort to help the internationally-minded
meet, share, work, and collaborate. It takes social
networking from the web to life.
The London Pavilion actually gives HubCulture.com
members — join today! — a space to work, have meetings
and navigate the best services of the city. The luxury airline
lounge meets the accessibility of Starbuck’s as meeting
place and short-term work space.
For either £10 a day or £29 a month if you like to call
Hub’s Pavilion your London office, members have access
to working space, wifi connectivity, online collaboration
tools, fairtrade coffees and teas, and exclusive valet services
from a team of in-house professionals.
Tapping into the power of the network enables Hub to
deliver members strong luxury support and critical
business services at the Pavilion. Private chefs, personal
trainers, a car service with S-Class edition Mercedes, and
vertical experts in accounting, IT, design and other areas
are all on hand for knowledge brokerage sessions.
Printing faxing and scanning, photo and video
packages and social media interaction can be accessed,
and a suite of holistic services, ranging from reiki to
reflexology are all available.
Hub gathers the resources at low rates, and charges in
Ven, the network's private digital currency. This enables
members to access valuable services by enabling them to
earn, trade and share knowledge, products and services
among each other.
Although the Pavilions are available for members
exclusively, Hub Culture is working with a number of
partners for events and projects at the space — ranging
from artistic installations to fashion previews to weekly
yoga nights and executive coaching. Cutting-edge
technology is a major feature: Xerox, Cisco, Apple, Amazon

Web Services and BT have all partnered with Hub Culture
to provide various mission critical services at the space to
enable all forms of collaboration among members.
Other partners in the space include luxury furniture
brands like KATIKA, Arzu rugs, Dan-Form and Tinatura, as
well as beauty brand Korres Natural Products, Method
Home, Taschen Books, Luxe City Guides, Hedonist, Mr. &
Mrs. Smith, Quintessentially and others.
For summer 2009, Hub Culture will continue with
temporary Pavilions in other key locations — including
Cannes from 11-31 May, 2009, and a beach concept in
Ibiza, running from 15 July - 15 September 2009.
To date Hub Culture has issued over 115,000 Ven,
enabling frictionless trading and collaboration among
members in dozens of countries.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT : HubCulture.com/pavilions
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Innovative
Media ideas
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Drink Me: Around the World in Spirits
Alice had learned quite a bit from bottles labeled “drink me” during her
adventures in Wonderland. Now you can learn how to avoid “poison” (as Alice
did) through a new magazine launched just this month, called Drink Me for bar
culture enthusiasts.If you’re curious about the best spirits in the world, these
listings from the San Francisco World Spirits Competition offers a fun look at
what Drink Me offers:
BEST VODKA: Dry Fly Vodka, Washington, USA
BEST FLAVORED VODKA: Binboa Satsuma Vodka, Turkey
BEST GIN: Bluecoat Gin, Pennsylvania, USA
BEST RUM: Angostura Rum, 1824, Tobago, Trinidad
BEST CACHAÇA: Weber Haus Silver Cachaça, Brazil
BEST TEQUILA: El Tesoro Platinum Tequila, Jalisco, Mexico
BEST IRISH WHISKEY: Bushmills 10 Year Old Single Malt Irish Whiskey, Ireland
BEST OTHER WHISKY: Suntory Yamazaki Single Malt Whisky, 18 Year Old, Japan
BEST SINGLE MALT SCOTCH: Port Ellen 29 Year Old Single Malt Scotch, Islay,
Scotland
BEST COGNAC (TIE): Courvoisier Cognac, Exclusif, Jarnac, France
BEST COGNAC (TIE): Hardy CognacNoces D’Or, D’Albatre / Rosebud, Cognac,
France
Visit www.drinkmemag.com
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Yes, That's Angela Merkel Barbie
Turning 50 is always a
milestone, although Mattel’s
Barbie doll hasn’t aged a bit
since her debut in 1959. Over
the last half-century, a number
of special Barbie versions have
been launched in an effort to
celebrate non-traditional
female roles. They included
Barbie as astronaut, Army medic, NASCAR driver and presidential candidate.
To celebrate Barbie’s big five-oh, Mattel chose to introduce the Angela Merkel
Barbie doll. A spokeswoman for Mattel said that the German Chancellor embodied
the dreams of many girls who want to succeed. “She’s simply a good role model
for girls around the world.”
The doll, pictured here, does bear some resemblance to the Chancellor in that
she does wear the politician’s tailored trouser suit and sports her blonde bob. (In
fact, in the U.S. this could even be Hillary Clinton Barbie.) However, even at 50, the
doll still has the classic Barbie figure — whether politically correct or not!

in the
TravelCycle

Travelling Media
creates bespoke media
solutions that allows both
advertising agencies and
client brands the chance
to target their required

European Newspapers Find Creative
In fact anywhere.

L

Excerpt from the New York Times.
There has been a lot of buzz in the industry about this story by Eric Pfanner in Paris
which appeared in the New York Times on March 29, 2009. We felt it important to
offer part of it here.
As the death toll in the American newspaper industry mounted this month, the
German publisher Axel Springer, which owns Bild, the biggest newspaper in Europe,
reported the highest profit in its 62-year history.
At Springer’s headquarters in Berlin, there has been no desperate talk of how to
survive the recession and the digital revolution. Instead, Mathias Döpfner, Springer’s
chief executive, said he was looking for opportunities to expand, scouting around for
acquisitions in Germany, Eastern Europe and maybe — in what would be a first for
the company — the United States.
“I don’t believe in the end of journalism,” Mr. Döpfner said. “On the contrary, I
think the crisis can have a positive impact. The number of players will diminish, but
the strong players may be stabler after the crisis.”
In much of the world, American newspapers are seen as journalism’s gold
standard. But the American newspaper’s business model appears to be broken. While
much of Europe faces many of the same problems, a few newspaper publishers have
found innovative ways not only to survive, but thrive in the face of the recession and
the Internet.
Few European publishers performed as well as Axel Springer last year, and even it
has warned that 2009 will be much harder as recession takes its toll. In some
European countries, newspapers are in worse shape than in the United States. In
France, several papers are kept alive by public subsidies. In the ultra-competitive

Ways to Thrive in the Internet Age
British market, national papers struggle to make money and local newspapers are
disappearing at an accelerating rate.
But there are signs of journalistic life in Europe. Circulation is falling more slowly
than in the United States. Most papers have been less affected by the recession than
their American counterparts because they rely on readers more than on advertisers,
who tend to be more fickle.
Though no one has found a magic bullet, some European publishers have found
ways to meet the challenges. At Schibsted, an Oslo-based publisher, online activities —
including newspapers, classified advertising sites and other pursuits — deliver about a
quarter of the company’s revenue and the vast majority of its profit.
The star performer online is VG Nett, a Web site loosely affiliated with Verdens
Gang, a tabloid newspaper. VG Nett has a profit margin of more than 30 percent and
rivals Google as the most popular Web site in Norway.
VG Nett, like most newspaper Web sites, generates most of its revenue from
advertising, but is starting to raise money from users. About 150,000 people pay up to
599 crowns, or nearly $90, a year for a weight-loss club. VG Nett recently started
charging up to 780 crowns a year for live streams of soccer matches. And a social
network connected with VG Nett charges users to upgrade their profiles. Access to
news, however, remains free.
For the full story, go to:
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/03/30/business/media/30paper.html?partner=rss&em
c=rss or find it also via the Newspaper Project:
http://news.newspaperproject.org/2009/03/european-newspapers-find-creative-ways.html

profile or nationality in the
travel environment.

Please contact

James Rolls
in the first instance to see
how we can add
a new dimension to
your marketing plans.
james.rolls@travellingmedia.com
www.travellingmedia.com
28 Bruton Street
London
W1J 6QW
tel:
fax:

+44(0) 207 659 5567
+44(0) 207 659 5568
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GroupM’s Chief Discusses Today’s International Media Issues:
Q&A with Irwin Gotlieb and The Internationalist’s Les Margulis

Q. As Digital increases in importance, how are
the mainstream GroupM media agencies staffing
to adjust for the shifts of dollars from more
traditional forms of advertising? Some agency
networks have placed individuals in the corner
office who have come from a digital background.
Do you see this as a US phenomenon only or as a
worldwide one?
A. The question will soon be irrelevant.
Marketing looks like a funnel. There is a top, a
middle and a bottom. TV used to feed the top of
the funnel with its long term effects of brand
building and of course the bottom would be DR
with much of the other media falling in the
middle. But as TV becomes digital, television will
be able to serve all parts of the funnel. The reality
is that all of the disciplines will be converging.
The trick is that we should not discard what we
know or what we hav, but add to what we know. A
digital expert in the corner office is a mistake. A
traditionalist in the corner office is a mistake. We
need the best combination of both.
Q. We know that clients are demanding more
accountability from their media plans. How
have your traditional media agencies adopted to
meet client demands? Again any regional
differences here?
A. Thirty years ago, we were responsible for
CPM’s. Now we are responsible for business
results. Our responsibilities have gotten much
broader. We participate actively in analysing the
brand’s business situation. We are in part
responsible for setting budgets, recommending
an allocation strategy, and of course stewardship.
The level of our accountability will continue to
increase exponentially, which is critical as we
support our clients’ global businesses.
Q. Everyone talks about the ROI of the media
investment. Do you think that perhaps ROI has
been over emphasized at the expense of
creativity?
A. We are all about ROI although I believe
that word is outdated and too general. It is
our job to optimise budgets and results and
to further evaluate both the long and short
term effect of advertising on sales. However,
it must be remembered that brand sales are
impacted by multiple consumer impacts and
we use econometric modelling to aid us in
sales predictions.
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Q. There have been a number of attempts to
move the TV buying process (both network
and spot) to more of NASDAQ type “efficient
market place.” These types of on line buying
systems actually exist in Ukraine and Russia.
Do you think that this type of platform may
come to pass in the US within the near
future?
A. In the US, in terms of national TV, we have a
relatively efficient system given that there are
relatively few buyers and so much volume going
through the pipeline. The problem with
establishing an exchange similar to the financial
exchanges (whether they be NASDAQ or
NYSE), is that this would allow for the
“reselling” of inventory. This could lead to a
highly speculative market with sophisticated
instruments such as derivatives and we have
seen the damage that speculation has caused
our economy. So I am totally against that. And I
believe our clients are as well.
Q. A number of major clients, particularly those
with a pronounced youth audience, have set up
“experimental” media budgets? Would you care
to comment on any which come to mind,
particularly those outside of the US.
A. We do very little “experimental” work. Having
said that, we believe that every dollar counts and
every client deserves at least a dollar of value for
every one spent. Having said that for certain
clients and brands we have had to use highly
fragmented media and aggregate the advertising
impressions. However, the risk is that you do
not have sufficient scale to make a difference to
the consumer. We believe that scale is important
in creating impact.
Q. If we look at advertising/marketing as the
top of the economic “iceberg” what forces do
you see, on a macro level, will jump start the
economy and therefore consumer spending?
Or do you think there are structural changes
happening in the old industrial block of the
US, the UK and the primary European
countries?
A. We are in the business of creating and
fostering demand. Raising consumer
confidence through heightened demand will get
the nation out of the economic problems that
we now face. But we should remember that we
have to have healthy media suppliers to deliver
the advertising messages. We are, in a sense, an
“ecosystem.” We need the media to deliver the
message. If there are fewer media, the
consumer suffers and so does the economy.
Q. The last few years a lot of the growth for
the Media Agencies have come from China in
particular and the BRIC nations in general.
Do you see a resurgence coming in 2010 and
if not, what are advertising agencies doing to
recapture growth?

A. First, let me remind you that it is not
“BRIC” but “RIC” in that media agencies
are still not permitted in Brazil. Further, the
Russian economy has had severe problems
recently. The economy is so dependent on
$90 oil that they probably will be hurting
into the near future. On the other hand,
China, in particular, and APAC in general
will continue to generate 35%-45% of
our growth and continue to be the
growth engine.
Q. Have you found that prospective clients are
negotiating fees to the point where it does not
make sense for GroupM to pitch certain clients?
Any difference depending on region?
A. These are difficult economic times and all
clients are pushing for value. And from time to
time in a local or regional pitch a competitor will
accept a loss making business. If there were
such a case, it would be our prerogative not to
chase an unprofitable business.
Q. People continue to say, “that things are
different now.” What has changed: people’s
need for entertainment and information or the
media that deliver them? And which media do
you think will be the next big thing?
A. Definitions of the various media have
changed. Currently mobile has its limits in
terms of functionality. However, picture this: a
mobile phone that has an LCD display panel,
high resolution, and can be folded several times
over and fit into your pocket. Then when the
screen unfolds, it is close to 81/2 by 11. You
would have the ability to read books, magazines,
watch videos, etc.
We say all media are either “lean forward
(computer); lean back (TV); or mobile.” We are
sure that mobile will emerge into other forms.
In geographies where much of the community
take mass transport (for one Japan), there will
be much more opportunities for mobile
consumption.
Q. Finally, you have had (and I might add still
have) a great career, so for our readers who are
just starting out in the business is there any
parting advice that you might have for them?
A. The Media business has been and will
continue to be an incredible business. As the
world moves to a more digital base, our scope of
work will continue to broaden and we will
therefore have enormous opportunities. And as
the work becomes more specialized it will
become more challenging to understand and to
perform all of the complicated analysis
necessary in the evaluation of alternate media
choices. Remember, I started out years ago
buying and trafficking media. I understood
media at the “granular” level. We believe it is still
necessary to do that order understand the
strategic issues at the higher level.

Working

with the

Allyson Stewart-Allen

Top Shop Avoids New York Flop

Below are some suggestions on how this famous retailer can ensure it succeeds as they open in
hyper-competitive New York. I suggest TopShop focuses on some American retailing fundamentals
to win credit-crunch spending from the discerning New York City shopper:

• European and US fashion brands —
H&M, Zara, Banana Republic, Gap,
Urban Outfitters and others — in New
York won't take TopShop's arrival lying
down. Unless TopShop makes its
points of difference immediately clear
to cash-strapped New Yorkers, the
company will be yet another UK brand
looking for a US home, like so many
before them;
Allyson Stewart-Allen is recognized as the
world's leading authority on trans-Atlantic
business, international marketing and
working across business cultures. As founder
of International Marketing Partners, Allyson
Stewart-Allen advises a number of Fortune
100 companies and national government
agencies. She is a member of the Advisory
Board of the New York-based organization
Business for Diplomatic Action (BDA), a
judge of the Stevie International Business
Awards Co-author of the first book on U.S.
business (Working with Americans, Prentice
Hall), and a regular contributor to the international business media
including CNN, BBC, USA Today, Newsweek, Business Week,
Les Echos, Bloomberg, Financial Times, Sky News, Wall Street Journal,
Marketing magazine as well as the major daily newspapers.

The Fox Club London,
46 Clarges Street,
London, W1J 7ER
tel: 020 7495 3656

• In order to raise its US brand
awareness, where TopShop is still an
unknown despite its brief marketing
liaison with Barney's, TopShop should
create a one-off fashion range just for
the US launch with specific relevance
to New York;

• TopShop will need to acknowledge that
New York shoppers (and Americans
generally) have different expectations
of marketing approaches than in the
UK, with enthusiasm valued and
marketing claims bolder and louder
than in most parts of the world;

• Bringing its successful British disposable
fashions to Americans, with the help of
Kate Moss, helps TopShop carve out a
clear niche in the competitive US fashion
retail industry. However, shoppers appear
to be looking for more long-lasting
fashion styles in this economic climate;

• New York City consumers expect
excellent retail customer service and
the type of service for which the best
American retailers are admired:
knowledgeable, responsive and
answering the questions we didn't
even think of asking. While
replicating the “Style Advisor”
service in the UK is a good idea, the
right delivery — empathetic,
diplomatic — for Americans is
essential;

• With 25,000 square feet of retail
space over 4 floors, TopShop
appears to already recognize that
Bigger is Better in America. Larger
changing rooms and wider spaces
for check out lines than in Britain
will show New Yorkers it truly
understands the culture.

In the heart of Mayfair you will find one of London’s
best kept secrets, The Fox Club.
This private member’s club is tucked away on Clarges
Street yet just a stone’s throw from Green Park,
Buckingham Palace and an array of exclusive shops.
The Fox offers its members a unique blend of
informal yet professional service...“we look after you!”
For information about membership and rates go to
www.foxclublondon.com.

FT.com

World Business.
In one place.

on
with Les Margulis

Bravo Romania!!!!!

Les Margulis spent 25 years at BBDO New York as International Media Director, and then settled with his Australian wife,
Ann, in Sydney. However, he couldn’t quit the business. The lure of Bondi Beach or the famed Opera season just wasn’t
enough. Les formed his own company, Margulis Media Group, and has been doing some serious globetrotting with a seminar
series on best practices for media agencies. His recent assignments have taken him from Kiev to Moscow to Dubai to TelAviv
to Johannesberg, and next to Gainesville, Florida where he serves for 4 months as a Freedom Forum Professor of Advertising
at the University of Florida.
He has found, however, that in his role as “trainer,” he is doing far more learning than teaching. In this new column for
The Internationalist, Les Margulis will offer his perspective of how the concept of media is changing around the world,
and he will share ideas and best practices from his various stops around the globe.
It has been almost twenty years since I

is a four sided structure not that much

When you provide training, your

was in Romania.

smaller than the Pentagon yet built for a

employees’ morale and confidence are

During the last dying gasp of
Communism in Eastern Europe, Romania

country whose populations approximates

elevated. When employee morale is up,

that of New York State.

the work environment is better, fewer

was ruled by Nicolae Ceausescu, an old

I was one of the first VIP visitors

style Soviet leader. He ruled with an iron

allowed to tour. The immensity of the

fist but made sure that his legacy to the

monument is reflected in the size of the

Romania people and to the world would

ballrooms (4) each of which is the size of a

not be soon forgotten.

errors are made and more work is
accomplished.
Agencies may think they’re saving
money by slashing employee training

football field and carpeted with rugs so

budgets, but they’re causing more harm

huge that the machinery had to be

than anything. By training now, you are

wife were tried by a military court and

installed within the Palace to produce the

intelligently positioning your agency and

executed. And the country of Romania

floor coverings. With more than 1,100

your employees for the next up wave.

On Christmas Day, 1989, he and his

began to merge from a very dark period in

separate rooms, not including four

its history. Of course, now they are part of

underground levels never completed, the

there. Romania is one of the next

European Union and the downtown of

Palace tells the world everything it needs to

generation countries who has leap-frogged

Bucharest is bustling with international

know about the fallen leader.

years of development and picked up the

logos, spiffy hotels and Las Vegas style
gambling casinos.
It was very different twenty years ago
when the Romanian government invited
me to be part of a “fam tour” of advertising

But in 2009, I had come for a different

I was very impressed with the staff

dramatic shift from traditional media to

purpose. I had been hired during these

digital base. The personnel are focused on

difficult economic times, to train a media

delivering a high quality product that

agency on Branding and Strategy.

builds brands even in tough times. They

When revenue contracts, agencies

understand that media is not about CPM

executives. Romania was anxious to

typically respond in a number of ways

or even CPC but delivering Brand value

establish Western style advertising scene

including reducing training opportunities.

back to the client.

and needed “volunteer” experts to come

Yet, this is the wrong thing to do.

and talk to the fledgling industry about

Training is an investment in your

I salute a courageous professional,
Nicoleta Padure, Managing Director of

pricing, customer service (a totally new

agency. By providing training during

Media Direction in Bucharest. She

concept), branding, strategy etc.

these difficult times, you will have an

believed that training her staff was the

advantage over agencies that have cut their

right thing to do so that they would be

country-wide birth of entrepreneurship.

training programs. Unlike their

equipped with the latest skills. Any

Everything was possible and the new

employees, yours will have enhanced skills

planner can calculate a CPM, but her

world was being fashioned in the Palace of

and will work more efficiently.

It was very exciting being part of

the Parliament.
The Palace of the Parliament:

Training also improves employee

secret weapon is her people and she knew
that she had to invest in them.

loyalty. It shows your employees that you

So I say: Bravo Nicoleta! Bravo

Ceausescu built the largest public building

are investing in them – that you believe in

Romania! May you both have much

in the world to house his government. It

them – and they will return the favor.

success in 2009 and beyond.
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b l a c k b e r r y of d e b o ra h m a l o n e

This GLOBETROTTERS column is designed to keep the
international community connected. Not only will it spotlight
who is where in the world now, it will also describe the
adventures we all experience by living a life of constant
worldwide travel. If you’ve ever been hijacked, stuck in a
revolution or committed an unforgettable cultural faux pas,
everyone in our community will be curious to hear about it.
Please do tell us, and don’t forget the photos!

3

TO SUBMIT TO GLOBETROTTERS, EMAIL: deborah.malone@internationalistmagazine.com

4
LEADING AUSSIE BUSINESSMEN
SALUTE US — AUSSIE LINKS

S O L L I N G E R H AS O B A M A
ON HIS SIDE…

왘 Andrew Sollinger was appointed Managing
Director of the Financial Times’ U.S.
commercial operations earlier this year, and it
now looks like President Barack Obama has
given a boost to his to sales efforts.
During an exclusive interview associated
with the G20 Summit, the President
mentioned his 20-year relationship with the
FT, and said on record that he “read the
Financial Times before other people read the
Financial Times. Now it’s trendy and everybody carries a copy of the
Financial Times”.
Sollinger has a few comments of his own regarding the newspaper,
and sees a large part of his role as ensuring that the FT’s constituents
recognize that the media brand is in “ascendant” mode. He says, “The
FT continues to outperform the market. Our clients know that the
world is turning to the FT as its trusted guide through the financial
crisis and the new political landscape.”
Prior to this new role, he served as as Managing Director of MoneyMedia, the online news and commentary source for the fund
management sector, and was a part of the executive team that sold
Money-Media to the Financial Times in 2008. A true internationalist,
Andrew Sollinger has lived in New York, London and Hong Kong.
CONTACT: andrew.sollinger@ft.com
IAN MCCLUSKY, THOUGHT LEADER

왘 He says that it’s the ultimate business conversation-opener. Ian
McClusky is now the Director of Thought Leadership at Kroll, the
global risk consulting unit of MMC (Marsh & McLennan
Companies). “Wow, what a great title. I love it,” is a typical reaction,
followed by “So what does it mean?”
According to Ian, “I'm not even a thought leader. (We disagree, and
so would anyone else who ever experienced one of his panels.) He
tells us that the real thought leaders are the people in Miami and
throughout Latin America who run the various consulting practices
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at Kroll — market intelligence, competitive
intelligence, due diligence, anti-money
laundering compliance, regulatory
compliance and fraud investigation (which is
much in demand these days).
His role is to leverage the expertise and
brainpower of Kroll consultants and get them
out in front of audiences through
publications, speaking engagements and inhouse events. “To do that,” says Ian, “I rely
on the skills and creative instincts that I have
developed as a journalist, publisher, eventproducer and public speaker over the past 20 years, both in Latin
and North America.”
He continues, “Call it PR, call it media promotion, call it
marketing, if you like. I prefer to call it “thought leadership.” And
I’m willing to bet that concept of TL will catch on.
CONTACT: imccluskey@kroll.com
MARTY SHAPIRO HEADS INTERNATIONAL DIVISION

왘 A lot of people think of Marty Shapiro with a
headset and a stop watch. He served as Chair of
the IAA’s Global Marketing Summit in New
York for 4 years while at CNN International and
demonstrated how precision and production
values can make conferences great. (And he
even weathered a malfunctioning fire alarm that
wouldn’t quit for 40 minutes.)
He now has taken on the role of Senior Vice
President at Petry Network, the advertising
representative company for television. He’ll, no doubt, bring his same
sense of discipline and purpose. Marty’s responsibilities include ad
sales for Petry’s international networks, as well as growing Petry’s TV
client base around the world. Their current international roster
includes: EuroNews, ASN (All Sports Network), Asia’s Goal TV and
Football Channel, China’s XSEL (Xinhua Sports & Entertainment) and
Youth Media China.

A very cold blanket of Artic air greeted Aussie Treasurer Wayne Swan as he summarized the economic high
and lows of the last few months before a sell out crowd of investors, reporters and executives at a lunch at
the Waldorf. Although Treasure Swan did not mention it, the thermometer on the street in mid town
Manhattan could barely get above 28F while Sydney recorded a balmy 88F and Melbourne nearly reached 100°.
However cold it was outside, the atmosphere in the Waldorf and the greeting given by the investment
community was very warm and cordial.
Australia was and is one of America’s closest allies. Mr. Swan laid out a plan to move the Aussie
economy through these rough times which probably would serve as a viable blue print for other suffering
economies in the West.
As he pointed out, "Major financial institutions, some of which have withstood world wars and the Great Depression, have either
collapsed or been bailed out. The Government won't hesitate to stimulate the economy further should the need arise amid the
global recession.” Treasurer Wayne Swan said.
We say amen to that.
All photo identifications from left:
1 Honorary John Olsen, Australian Counsel General.
2 Penny Sidik, Tiffany and Anthony Hughes, Australian Financial Review.
3 Rick Bremble, Australian Financial Review and Conover Brown, World Media
4 Peg Gordon, The Ace Group and Graeme Hutton, Universal McCann.

Marty also joins Sandy Brown, President & CEO of Petry
Holding, Inc., who took on the role last year. Sandy is a wellknown internationalist and Asia hand from his years in
Singapore and New York as President of CNBC Asia, and
from his tenure as Managing Director of ESPN Star Sports
during the formation of that joint venture.
Julie Holmberg Bowyer is also now part of the Petry team.
A Blair Television veteran, she was named President of Petry
Network division after Blair was recently blended with with
the company. Petry Holding, Inc. is owned by funds managed
by Patriarch Partners LLC, the New York based investment
and asset management firm.
CONTACT: marty.shapiro@petrymedia.com
COOL SIMON SPROULE GOES DIGITAL

왘 Simon Sproule, who was named by The Internationalist as
a 2007 Internationalist of the Year for his role at Nissan’s
Tokyo Headquarters as VP of Global Communications, has

now jumped across the Pacific and landed in
Redmond, Washington at Microsoft.
He is excited about his role as Microsoft’s
Corporate Vice President for Corporate
Communications and is particularly happy to
be back in the U.S.
Simon was born and raised in the U.K.
and has a Geography degree from London
University, which he claims helps with his
international life. He has lived in many of
the world’s cities: London, Detroit, New York,
Los Angeles, Tokyo and now Redmond. He
may have achieved most popular notoriety in
Japan, though, as “Cool Sproule” was
featured in GQ Japan for his flair for
elegance with a headline that simply said,
“Handsome.”
CONTACT: ssproule@microsoft.com
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The Internationalist is proud to celebrate the winners
of the first annual Internationalist Awards for
Innovation in Media. The Awards are a response to
voices in the industry calling for cross-border
examples of best practices as media takes a
leadership role in the complex world of international
marketing strategy. Innovation is essential to today's
effective media thinking as messages become
increasingly global.

GRAND PRIX WINNERS:

20

DORITOS: SUBMITTED BY OMD CANADA

JOHNNIE WALKER CHINESE NEW YEAR: SUBMITTED
BY STARCOM MEDIAVEST, TORONTO

21

GOLD WINNERS:
ACCENTURE: SUBMITTED BY MEDIAEDGE:CIA NY

22

AIRBUS: SUBMITTED BY PHD, LONDON

Innovation is more than
creativity

22

GODFREY PHILIPS INDIA: SUBMITTED BY RK SWAMY MEDIA GROUP, INDIA
HERSHEYS: SUBMITTED BY OMD, NY

23

26

MCDONALD’S: SUBMITTED BY OMD, NY

27

MYSOUTHAFRICA: SUBMITTED BY CNN INTERNATIONAL LONDON
NEW BALANCE: SUBMITTED BY PHD, NY

They also represent the first awards for innovation
in media that are truly international in character —
meaning worthy of world class standards or of viable
adaptation into other markets. This kind of media
thinking is multifaceted, complicated and
increasingly essential in our digital world. Other
awards classify their winners by product category
(beverages, cars) or by type of media (TV, print,
mixed) and not in terms of their geographical
execution.

26

MCDONALD’S MCCAFE: SUBMITTED BY OMD, HONG KONG

It suggests both right and left
brain disciplines working
together to reinvent the way
we connect with our
consumers and
customers, wherever they may
be in the world

23

CONAGRA POGO: SUBMITTED BY STARCOMMEDIAVEST, CANADA

27

28
28

NORTEL: SUBMITTED BY MCCANN WORLDGROUP, SAN FRANCISCO

29
29
30

ORACLE (CRM-US): SUBMITTED BY STARCOM, CHICAGO
OREO: SUBMITTED BY STARCOMMEDIAVEST, CANADA
PERONI (SAB-MILLER): SUBMITTED BY PHD, CANADA

30

STANDARD CHARTERED BANK: SUBMITTED BY PHD, HONG KONG

31

UNILEVER DOVE SLEEPOVER: SUBMITTED BY PHD, CANADA
V-ENERGY: SUBMITTED BY OMD, AUSTRALIA

31
We are also proud that England’s Oxford University
has agreed to use the winning case studies in its
Said Business School’s marketing curriculum.

SILVER WINNERS:
CARLSBERG: SUBMITTED BY OMD HONG KONG

33

C O N G R AT U L AT I O N S

33
DHL EXPRESS: SUBMITTED BY MEDIAEDGE:CIA, SINGAPORE 33
J&J CLEAN & CLEAR: SUBMITTED BY OMD, HONG KONG 34
COCA COLA: SUBMITTED BY UNIVERSAL MCCANN, SPAIN

JOHNNIE WALKER BOUNDARIES: SUBMITTED BY STARCOMMEDIAVEST, CANADA

34

34
ORACLE (MID SIZE BUSINESS-SG): SUBMITTED BY STARCOM, CHICAGO 35
ORACLE (TECCHANNEL-GERMANY): SUBMITTED BY STARCOM, CHICAGO 35
PHILIPS SHAVERS: SUBMITTED BY BBC WORLDWIDE, LONDON 35
SAMSUNG RED BULL: SUBMITTED BY STARCOM, NETHERLANDS 36
UGLY BETTY: SUBMITTED BY MINDSHARE SOUTH AFRICA 36
UNILEVER PONDS: SUBMITTED BY MINDSHARE, MEXICO 36
VISA (CELEBRATE): SUBMITTED BY RK SWAMY MEDIA GROUP, INDIA 37
MICROSOFT XBOX 360: SUBMITTED BY UNIVERSAL MCCANN, SPAIN

BRONZE WINNERS:

37
37

CAPTURE YOUR HEAT: SUBMITTED BY PHD FINLAND

CHEVRON: SUBMITTED BY THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, NY

“By answering critical questions about
insights, strategy, solutions and results,
these innovation award winners
demonstrate that media has become a
driving force in marketing.”

DUNHILL FRAGRANCES: SUBMITTED BY STARCOM, SOUTH AFRICA

W I N N E R S !

39

Global of Group M and Chairman of the Jury,

A L L

T O

According to Andrew McLean, Chief Development Officer-

CASIO G-SHOCK: SUBMITTED BY OMD, GERMANY

INTERCONTINENTAL: SUBMITTED BY BBC WORLDWIDE, LONDON

ELECTROLUX: SUBMITTED BY ZENITHOPTIMEDIA, LONDON
FORD FOCUS: SUBMITTED BY GROUP M, THE PHILIPPINES

JINDAL: SUBMITTED BY RK SWAMY MEDIA GROUP, INDIA
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40
41

41
41

For a searchable Showcase of Innovation,
see extended case studies at www.internationalist-awards.com.

43

VESTAS: SUBMITTED BY NEWSWEEK INTERNATIONAL, LONDON
16

Innovative use of media
Breakthrough communications thinking
I Tactical elements for solving marketing problems
through media strategy
I Demonstrating sustained cross-cultural
understanding of marketing issues
I Providing solutions worthy of world class
standards
I Measurable results
I

40

43

TREND MICRO: SUBMITTED BY BANNER CORP, LONDON

I

Several hundred entries came from over 30
countries, and the judges were particularly
impressed by the quality of the work submitted.

39
40

MASTERCARD JAPAN: SUBMITTED BY UNIVERSALMCCANN, NY
THE IDEAL MAN: SUBMITTED BY GQ FRANCE, PARIS

The criteria for entry were straightforward: answer a
short series of essential questions about the
marketing situation, key insights, media strategy
and results. Entrants were also asked to provide up
to three media examples of the solutions described.
Judging of the awards was based on:

39

JOHNSON'S BABY: SUBMITTED BY DISCOVERY NETWORKS LATIN AMERICA, MIAMI
KFC VARIETY: SUBMITTED BY MINDSHARE SOUTH AFRICA

You might say the idea for these awards started with
Andrew McLean, Chief Development Officer-Global of
Group M who also served as Chairman of this year’s
Jury. In a 2008 article in The Internationalist entitled,
“Not the Usual Suspects,” he wrote about new centers
of excellence around the world and called out for the
need of a prestigious global media award. The
Internationalist decided to answer the call.

Also, after three years of celebrating the world’s
Agency Innovators in a special summer issue, we
noticed how many of the winners where coming
from media specialist agencies. Effective
multinational marketing today is increasingly tied to
breakthrough media thinking. Honoring the best
examples from around the world could only
contribute to a greater appreciation of the art and
science of cross-cultural communications.

43
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Two Grand Prix Winners from Canada
Judging any types of awards, especially best practices based on innovation, often leads to unexpected discoveries, new
means of evaluation, coincidences and surprises. These awards were no different. In an unusual move after prolonged
deliberation, a Solomon-like decision was made to name two Grand Prix winners — and both were from Canada. The two
equal Grand Prix winners were Doritos, submitted by OMD Canada, and Johnnie Walker — Chinese New Year, submitted by
Starcom MediaVest-Toronto.
The Doritos case study showed how a brand that was lacking relevance could become cool again. Breakthrough media
tactics were used to reach “young snackers,” including a North American first: digital out-of-home projections that allowed
interactive involvement through mobile phones. Despite a small media budget, the results included 58% brand awareness
after 12 weeks.
The Johnnie Walker campaign for Chinese New Year was created to help increase brand consumption among three
divergent groups of Chinese within Canada through a culturally-authentic campaign that bridged differences and built scale.
Despite a very short window from the campaign’s conception to launch, the sales results were dramatic.

Brian Chan, Strategy Supervisor at Starcom

MEDIA INNOVATION AGENCY OF THE YEAR:
Starcom MediaVest Group Toronto

in Toronto, who was instrumental in the

After a thorough evaluation of the winners, it was also decided to

winning campaigns, offers an interesting

award an additional honor. One agency, Starcom MediaVest Group Toronto,

perspective on their win:

received 4 top awards, including the shared Grand Prix for the Johnnie Walker

“The role of media in the
innovation equation is
becoming larger with each
passing day because
consumers are showing a
greater resistance to being
‘talked at,’ and a greater desire for being
involved, and in particular, interacted with. For
instance, we can affect the way consumers
socialize with one another, express and
entertain themselves, or accomplish daily tasks.
MEDIA IS NO LONGER THE ‘COMMODITY;’
IT’S THE CONNECTION DRIVER.”

Chinese New Year campaign, along with Oreo- “How Do You Eat an Oreo?
(Gold); ConAgra Foods — Pogo “Be Proud of Your Weiner” (Gold); and Johnnie
Walker — “Breaking the Boundaries of Magazine” (Silver). As a result, The
Internationalist has named Starcom Media Vest Toronto “Media Innovation
Agency of 2008.”
All the work submitted by Starcom MediaVest in Toronto showed an
extraordinary ability to tackle challenges in a changing, multicultural Canada.
They achieved the rare balance of creating media solutions that were consistently
thought-provoking, while also managing to establish an emotional resonance
with target audiences. Their concepts contributed to growing and revitalizing
brands.
According to Laura Desmond, Global CEO of the Starcom MediaVest Group,
“Lauren Richards and the SMG Toronto team are so deserving; they are setting a
new creative bar for us.”

When Lauren Richards, CEO of Starcom MediaVest Group was asked about the agency’s success and
At Publicitas we understand international media. Through our network of sales offices in
23 countries, we offer our advertising clients simplified and centralized access to the most
prestigious media in over 100 countries. We bring our media partners closer to the client –
actively, reliably and globally. We know media.
At Publicitas – Charney Palacios we understand Latin American media. Since 1980,
we are highly recognized in the U.S. as the leader and most experienced company in the
representation of important media in Latin America and the Caribbean.
Conocemos los medios. Nós conhecemos mídia.
Contact us: +1-786-388-6340 www.publicitas.com/latinamerica
For Europe and Asia, Contact us: +1 212-599-5057 www.publicitas.com/usa

the importance of innovation, she offered the following advice:

“Media innovation is an increasingly important aspect to marketer's activities
these days, which is hugely inspiring to media professionals the world over.
Because of the unique relationship we have with the sales vendors and the
content distributors we are in a privileged position to help innovate in areas
that wouldn't be possible for creative agencies, furthering the importance
of our working together in developing differentiated opportunities for
our clients. And the possibilities are endless.”
www.internationalistmagazine.com 19
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GRAND PRIX WINNER: Johnnie Walker- Celebrating Chinese New Year

GRAND PRIX WINNER: Doritos Battle in a Bag
Client: Frito-Lay Canada
Entrant Company: OMD Canada
Entry Category: A Local Brand or Service in a Local Market with innovative media solutions worthy of international adaptation or of world class
standards
Names to be credited with submission: Gilad Coppersmith – OMD Canada, Tom Fotheringham – OMD Canada, Ari Elkouby – Proximity Canada,
Paul Lin – Proximity Canada, Julian Joseph – Addictive Mobility, Michael Delios – Optiad Media
Campaign Time Period: June – August 2008

Case Study Summary:

Case Study Summary:
Marketing Situation: Doritos in Canada was losing relevance among
the “Young Snackers” category — ages 15-24. Despite a number of
launches, the brand was losing shelf space at key retailers. The
challenge was to not only reverse the decline, but make Doritos cool
again among its key consumer target. The goals included increasing
brand awareness, market share and product trials.

characters met to settle the score. This also appeared in Cinemas—
during one of the wettest summers on record.
By actively inviting “Young Snackers” to participate in the battle,
an experience was created that also tapped into this group’s desire
to be in control. As a result, Doritos became a more relevant brand
and retailers were interested in it again.

Key Insights: “We needed to let ‘Young Snackers’ play a real part in
this campaign otherwise they were going to reject us for something
else more interesting when deciding which brands to engage with.
We realized that our consumers need to be in control of their
experience.”

How Could this be a Template for Other Campaigns or for World
Class Standards? “Today it is possible to leverage the same piece of
work in multiple media very easily – the movie epic was shown
online, on TV and in Cinema. All of these touchpoints were highly
relevant for our target audience. The key is to plan for flexibility right
up front and especially to secure multi-media talent rights.
The campaign also demonstrates how by keeping look, feel &
execution consistent across all touchpoints the sum can be greater
than the parts. It seems obvious but is so rarely done.”

Media Strategy: The Battle of the Bag campaign drew consumers
into a battle between two intense chip varieties (Hot Wings & Blue
Cheese). The strategy involved creating a “happening” around the
battle that would raise awareness of the launch and provide an
opportunity to sample the product with “Young Snackers.” The next
step was to let them spread the word and influence their peers.
This involved a North American first: digital out-of-home
projections that allowed interactive involvement through mobile
phones. The projections featured two characters, personifying the
two different flavors. After sending a mobile text message with the
keyword “Blue” or “Wing” our two conflicting characters would
battle it out in a series of random moves that entertained and
engaged the audience. These were called SMS “throw downs!”
“Young Snackers” then received a text reply encouraging them
to visit www.battleinabag.ca to choose sides and continue the battle.
Social-Networking sites such as Facebook and MySpace kept the
battle raging, as did an epic 60-second spot where the two
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Client: Johnnie Walker, Diageo of Canada
Entrant Company: Starcom MediaVest Toronto
Entry Category: A local brand or service in a local market with innovative solutions worthy of international adaptation or of world class
standards.
Names to be credited with submission: Brian, Chan- Strategy Supervisor, Starcom Worldwide, Joseph Doan- Media Sales, Duan Media, Al
Morshedi- Media Sales, Duan Media
Campaign Time Period: Mid-December 2007 through February 7, 2008 (Chinese New Year)

Results: Despite a very limited media budget, brand awareness
goals were exceeded after 12 weeks. Market share also increased and
the resulting product revenues were well ahead of goals.

Marketing Situation: The business goal was to determine the
viability of increasing consumption of Johnnie Walker Scotch in
the Chinese community, specifically at Chinese New Year.
Chinese-Canadians are generally divided into three ethnic
subgroups — (those from Hong Kong, Taiwan or Mainland
China) — with distinct cultural differences based on spoken
and written language. Marketers traditionally had targeted to
one of the three groups. This campaign authentically connected
with all three groups — a key to building scale for the brand.
Key Insights: Johnnie Walker is the drink of choice when one
attains certain personal milestones. This brand positioning
aligns with the values of the Chinese-Canadian Scotch drinker
— (ambitious, respectful of family values and driven to make
the family proud through accomplishments). It also
coincides with the New Year’s customs of promoting good
fortune. Despite a respect for the finer things in life, the
Chinese community also appreciates giveaways and valuebased promotions and add-ons.
Media Strategy: The campaign created new media and
innovative one-to-one branding experiences by turning the
Chinese tradition of Fai Cheun, or the use of red posters with
special greetings of wealth, luck and success, into a valued
advertising medium. Using natural links between the traditional
attributes of Fai Cheun and the design of Johnnie Walker Red
Label, a fortune of personal progress was created, which led to
the Johnnie Walker logo — a striding man forging forward,
along with the consumer in the New Year.
The strong visual iconography of the poster custom
transcended the Chinese ethnic and language differences, and
upscale Johnnie Walker-branded Fai Cheun appealed to the

target. “Calligraphy Stations” were set up with gifts, promotions
and tastings. Branded art was created with personalized Fai
Cheunbanners for New Year’s use.
How Could this be a Template for Other Campaigns or for World
Class Standards? Ethnic markets in any country represent
untapped potential, particularly when advertising resonates with
their culture. Considerable efforts must be make to immerse the
research in the daily lives of the target to discover key human
truths. Ethnic media in many countries is also underexploited.
Costs versus traditional media fall below norm and vendors are
open to experimenting with innovative ideas.
This campaign is also an example of the flexibility required
for media agencies in today’s quickly evolving media landscape.
In order to do what’s best for our clients, must sometimes wear
different hats under different circumstances. In this case,
Starcom was required to play the role of a creative agency and
event planner, in addition to media agency.
Results: The Fai Cheun experience created a huge sensation in
the Chinese community. Over 110,000 people visited the
Calligraphy Stations, representing 17% of Toronto’s ChineseCanadian population. The event was featured in Toronto’s two
largest Chinese daily newspapers. Despite a very short window
from the campaign’s conception to launch, both volume and
revenue results were dramatic as compared to the prior year’s
sales among the Chinese communities.
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GOLD WINNER: Airbus

GOLD WINNER: Accenture, Breaking Through in the
Businesss-to-Business Category
Client: Accenture
Entrant Company: Mediaedge:cia New York
The field of Management Consulting, Technology Services and
Outsourcing is competitive, while the buying process is lengthy,
complex, and involves the most senior members of an organization.
Accenture’s objective is always to be top-of-mind on everyone’s
consideration list. Finding new and innovative ways of engaging a
target of senior level executives in Fortune 1,000 companies is
critical. Accenture realized it needed to be associated with an
unexpected idea in order to keep their name front and center in a
differentiated, clever way.
Through its research among C-level and senior executives,
Accenture learned that these target individuals go online to gather
specific information, rather than just browse the web. Plus, they
spend up to 50% of their time traveling. Accenture needed to do
something innovative in the online space to provide relevant
information in a fast and effective way. And it needed to do so in
airports while standing out from the clutter.
These two insights were the key media drivers in developing
both the Accenture Interactive Network and the Online Expandable
Unit campaign.
» The Accenture Interactive Network is a 7-feet high, 10-feet
wide, high-definition, interactive screen that delivers topical
news, weather, sports and entertainment information as well
as Accenture advertising
» Online Expandable Units expand from online banner units
and hold additional content such as white papers, case
studies and pod-casts that can be downloaded and do not
require the user to leave the web page
The Accenture Interactive Network was piloted in two of the
busiest airports for executive travel, O’Hare in Chicago and John F.
Kennedy in New York. The interactive display enables the latest
generation of dynamic, highly interactive, multimedia-rich
applications to help Accenture effectively communicate with busy
executives while they are at the airport.
The Expandable Units were created to provide an opportunity
for Accenture to showcase in-depth information about their
capabilities without disrupting their target’s web experience. These
have helped take the Accenture online media strategy from the
typical branded/drive-to-site strategy to a strategy that delivers
information about how Accenture can help companies achieve high
performance by creating a user experience within the banner, taking
less time and fewer clicks for the pay-off.
Over 90% of C-Level executives who interacted with the
Accenture Interactive Network found it easy to use, while over
85% found it both useful and that it provided relevant
information. Accenture’s research showed positive
perceptions of the Accenture brand with C-Level respondents
who had engaged with the Interactive Network: more than
65% said they have a more positive opinion of Accenture after
using the Network and more than 80% felt it demonstrated
Accenture as an innovator.
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Client: Airbus
Entrant Company: PHD London
Airbus is a globally-renowned aircraft manufacturer with a solid reputation.
In 2007, however, the company faced numerous challenges, including
delays with the A380 launch- (new super jumbo). Airbus’ credibility and
brand confidence fell, as did aircraft orders. The goal was to re-build brand
credibility and establish Airbus’s eco-credentials through the A380, while
working with a 50% decrease in media spend.
While Airbus was still a leading global innovator, the company had
become apprehensive in its communications due to their current
challenges. To put Airbus back in the driver’s seat, a new global
communications approach with greater digital emphasis was developed for
the brand, using the A380 as part of a new fuel-efficient and eco-friendly
platform.
The media strategy was based on instilling a thought leader with
“Confidence” — by focusing on Airbus’s success stories, putting challenges
aside, and re-establishing the brand’s stature by leading communications
behavior. To achieve this with a limited global budget, four key principles
were used:
1. Be Focused — Cherry-pick leading global business and trade media
with relevant environment content to leverage
2. Be Impactful — “own” digitial media on an exclusive basis and use
high-impact print formats.
3. Be Intriguing — use Airshow sponsorships to deliver content and
create interest through bespoke video and mobile to drive traffic to
Airbus.com.
4. Be Integrated — Coordinate and leverage all Airbus communications
to include PR, conferences, and Airshow activity.
Online results showed that awareness and familiarity with the A380
were rated as “Excellent” against industry benchmarks. Other online results
showed that target executives were twice-as-likely to consider Airbus the
category leader on environmental issues than any aircraft company. Airbus
also showed an advantage in perceptions of being innovative and
anticipatory of market trends.

GOLD WINNER:
Be Proud of Your
Weiner
Client: ConAgra
Foods/Pogo
Entrant Company: Starcom Canada
A Pogo, or corn dog (a deep-fried hot dog or wiener on a stick), has
been in a staple in French-speaking Quebec since 1962, however,
there had been little recent communications with teen boys—the
target consumer group. The marketing challenge was to make a
latent brand more memorable and more likeable among these teens,
so that they’d find it a “cool” product and ask their parents to buy it.
Teen boys love competition, especially unique challenges among
friends. Quebec is also known for its particular sense of humor. The
campaign tagline “Tiens Ton Boutte” (meaning “Stand your ground”)
evolved from the English campaign idea of “Be Proud of Your Weiner”
and tapped into the double entendre by “seeding” an unbranded
Pogo icon in unusual places through guerilla “stickering” and “chalk
art” campaigns and by creating an sassy event (a “Mega-Pogothon”)
to determine who is proudest of his wiener by holding a Pogo high in
the air for the longest time and receiving bragging rights.
The campaign not only proved to make POGO more likeable and
more memorable among the target, but it dramatically increased
product consumption. Teens were eating more of these corn dogs
again!

GOLD WINNER: Godfrey Philips, Blood Drive
Client: Godfrey Philips India
Entrant Company: Media Direction, R K Swamy Media Group
Godfrey Phillip India (GPI) holds “Voluntary Blood Donation” drives
across India as a CSR Initiative with the objective of closing the
critical gap between India’s annual blood demand of about 6
million units and collection through blood banks of only about 3
million. The campaign was designed to create greater awareness of
the need to donate blood and to ensure increased involvement. As
a CSR project, budgets were a major constraint, yet high awareness
and participation were critical for success.
Research among people who would be most likely to donate
blood revealed that although most people would like to donate, a
few do. Inertia, a lack of knowledge about where to go, or concerns
about clinical safety inhibit them.
To overcome these barriers, the campaign sought the help of
leading Bollywood actress Preity Zinta as the brand ambassador of
GPI Bravery to lead the educational and awareness efforts and be at
the core of an “amplification” strategy.
World Blood Donation Day was created, and three days before
the event, media was flooded with messages to drive awareness
and inform people about blood drive locations. Brand Ambassador,
Preity Zinta, donated the first unit of blood to encourage people to
come forward.
The blood units collected were amplified by three-times their
normal rate.
The participants now continue to contact the call center for
more information, demonstrating that the movement has taken a
momentum of its own.
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GOLD WINNER: McDonald’s Big Mac Chant Off

GOLD WINNER: Hershey’s — Eye Candy
Client: Hershey’s
Entrant Company: OMD New York
In a category cluttered with similar product offerings, increased options by
specialty chocolate makers were eating at Hershey’s sales. Hershey’s 100-yearold brand was being viewed as staid in comparison to all the new confections
and “chic” chocolatiers in the marketplace. It was time to reverse the
consumer’s perception of Hershey’s as an “old” and “dated” brand.However
McDonald’s was not top of mind for premium coffee.
Quantitative research, combined with focus group results, indicated that
Hershey’s was becoming the “candy I ate as a kid” brand and was not
perceived as modern. It became clear that the Hershey’s target consumer
(women 18-49) identified fashion and candy as two favorite outlets. The
challenge was to reach this “sweet” spot by creating the ideal environment for
women to indulge in both their pleasures at the same time.
Bravo’s Project Runway was a perfect fit to make Hershey’s, a company
rooted in its history and nostalgia, more culturally relevant. The unusual pairing
of fashion and food, plus the unpredictable world of reality TV, proved to be the
right ingredients to engage viewers and impart a modern image to the iconic
Hershey’s brands.
The premise was to weave Hershey’s into the core of the show without
forcing the relationship between fashion and food; consumers needed a reason
to believe that food and fashion can coexist. The “Eye Candy” challenge
dictated that designers use Hershey products as raw material to create a look
of their choice. The entire show was dedicated to the Hershey’s integrated
brand challenge.
In addition, Hershey’s website featured runway blogs, quizzes, streaming
video, backstage photos, contestants’ biographies, and other Project Runway
content. Hershey’s also sponsored the Online Quiz: “What Designer Are
You?” which encouraged viewers to submit their own “Eye Candy”
masterpieces.
In conjunction with the online effort, Hershey’s was the sponsor of an onair SMS text engagement that allowed consumers to vote for their favorite
episode. Plus, a 12-page mini-magazine was inserted in Elle, highlighting the
“Eye Candy” episode.
Project Runway also hosted a media tour of the dresses in Hershey’s
flagship Times Square store. The dresses were then auctioned off to benefit the
Young Survival coalition, which promotes breast cancer awareness, raising tens
of thousands of dollars.
The Hershey’s/Project Runway integration proved to be an immediate hit
with consumers. Not only did “Eye Candy” become viewers’ Best Challenge of
the Season, but the episode was the highest rated Cable program for the entire
day. Sales of Hershey’s candy have spiked since the episode aired, and
sustained at higher levels concurrent with the media road show and online
promotions.
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GOLD WINNER: McDonald’s McCafe
— Roast Coffee Campaign
Client: McDonald’s
Entrant Company: OMD Hong Kong
In early 2008 McDonald’s launched its first premium coffee,
McCafe Roast Coffee, with a USP that McDonald’s coffee is always
available, night or day, from their numerous 24-hour Hong Kong
outlets. McDonald’s has a high penetration in Hong Kong, where
82% of adults have visited a restaurant in the last 12 months.
However McDonald’s was not top of mind for premium coffee.
The challenge was to launch and entrench McCafe Roast Coffee
as a premium product and change consumers’ perceptions about
the quality of a premium coffee from McDonald’s. Given that coffee
is generally a habitual purchase for much of the target audience, the
goal was to encourage consumers to break that habit and purchase
coffee—premium coffee- at McDonald’s. The only way to prove the
quality of McCafe Roast Coffee was actually getting people to
sample it, or a strategy called, “Tasting is believing.”
To break through into consumers’ daily routines, high impact
outdoor formats announced to coffee drinkers that McCafe Roast
coffee was always available while they were on their way to work,
home, the shops or meeting friends. This included 22 bus sides on
the move 24-hours-a-day, while the busiest MTR station platform
(Admiralty) was turned into giant McDonald’s coffee cups. The
outdoor portion was supplemented with a heavy TVC campaign,
creative prints ads and interactive online campaign to ensure
maximum awareness.
A massive guerilla sampling campaign used three different
sampling methods to reach as many coffee drinkers as possible
1. A McDonald’s branded sampling station in a vacant shop on
the busiest junction in Hong Kong invited shoppers to try
McDonalds fresh grind Arabian coffee served up by baristas.
2. Key bus shelters throughout Hong Kong distributed
McDonald’s coffee cups to passersby, which could be taken to the
nearest McDonalds to be filled with McCafe Roast Coffee for free.
3. Two mobile sampling trucks traveled the length and breadth
of Hong Kong from 0800 to 2400 for two weeks. Teams of
promotional staff dressed as coffee cups directed passersby to the
heavily branded trucks to sample McCafe Roast Coffee without even
having to enter a McDonald’s.
The campaign generated 60% awareness of the McDonald’s
premium coffee offering, resulting in a 16% share of sales increase
at breakfast.

Client: McDonald’s
Entrant Company: OMD New York
Twoallbeefpattiesspecialsaucelettucecheesepicklesonionsonasesames
eedbun.
Thirty-three years ago, McDonald’s owners in NYC offered free Big
Macs for those able to recite that order in under three seconds. The
challenge became so popular, that NYC ran out of Big Mac buns!
But in 2008 the Big Mac turned 40, and the famous burger
needed a boost. McDonald’s now had a more diversified menu,
particularly in the chicken category, but it did not want to lose its
original brand identity as a place for burgers.
Regardless of their ethnicity or geography, 70% of Americans
have tried a Big Mac. Yet, today we live in an era of social
currency and Young Adults demand a say in who and what makes
it to the top.
Web research revealed three insights, about our Young
Adults target:
» They are passionate about many interests and want to be
included in the ad process
» They are loyal to brands that create and maintain social
connections and opportunities
» As consumers, they connect through music and technology
An idea emerged to use the original 1974 jingle, the Big Mac
Chant, to create a deeper connection to the brand for Young Adults.
To reinvent the Chant from “retro-stale” to “retro-chic,” a
MySpace profile was created for a ‘Big Mac Chant-Off’ competition,
encouraging users to make the Chant their own. Never before in
history did consumers have control of McDonald’s assets. Included
on the profile were tracks by up-and-coming artists, an audio kit and
submission galleries. Judges included record executives, artists and
a celebrity. A YouTube homepage takeover served as an exposure
play for the contest.
MTV’s new “classic music” show, FNMTV, provided another
campaign cornerstone. It underscored the strategy of bringing back
classic elements for both brands — music for MTV and Big Mac for
McDonald’s. During the show, an audience member recreated the
Chant on-air encouraging others to submit their own versions. The
winner of the Chant-Off was featured in a TV spot during FNMTV
and in all National commercials.
Results both confirmed and exceeded our expectations —
including a record-breaking lift in sales. The music and social
networking industry noticed as well — the Big Mac Chant-Off won
the AdWeek Buzz Social Media Award and was featured in Rolling
Stone.
By reintroducing this classic to a new generation, declining
sales were addressed by creating a program that gave the
hamburger a fresh image and gave consumers a chance to achieve
a dream.

GOLD WINNER: “My South Africa”
Client: South African Tourism
Entrant Company: CNN International
South African Tourism has traditionally been able to push
the limits of branding and showcasing the country, because
of the link between tourism and strong economic growth.
Our challenge was to create an engaging communications
campaign that would offer our audience a vehicle for their
own storytelling and fuel their desire to experience South
Africa.
The campaign needed to expose South Africa to potential
visitors on a worldwide scale to build awareness and stimulate
action. Any initiative needed to be sticky enough to encourage
by word-of-mouth communications and involve consumers in
a two-way dialogue through shared multimedia experiences
that prompted an emotional response.
The communications plan has two elements:
1.) a South African Tourism branded corporate campaign
with ad spots and web banners,
2.) a bespoke website www.mysouthafrica.tv. The ‘My
South Africa’ campaign encourages CNN viewers to upload
compelling photographs, videos and stories that encapsulate
their experience of South Africa, via www.mysouthafrica.tv, for
the chance to win a trip to South Africa. The campaign has
also linked to Facebook via a user-selected image being placed
on the user’s homepage.
The success of the campaign is being measured on its
ability to stimulate dialogue and prompt action. The average
user now spends a minimum of 25 minutes on the site and
views more than 15 site pages. More than 600 users have
registered to receive communication from the site and from
those users, more than 800 uploads have been made to the
website.
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GOLD WINNER: Nortel — How much is
your network costing you?
Client: Nortel
Entrant Company: McCann Worldgroup, San Francisco
Over the past five years, one brand — Cisco — has run away with the
enterprise networking category. Nortel is but a David to this Goliath — with a
4% market share and with just a 2% share of voice in the category’s spend.
The campaign’s goal was to find unique differentiators to expose the
weakness of a competitor while providing a true comparison to Nortel’s
products and solutions. In early 2008, Nortel decided it needed to find a way
to get out of the giant’s shadow and take on Cisco directly, getting the same
prospects to consider both brands side by side.
The insight was brought about by a customer who acknowledged not
only his satisfaction with the performance of Nortel products, but also his
positive surprise that since running on Nortel, his energy bill had dropped
significantly. Nortel went back into the labs and conducted tests against
Cisco’s comparable products to confirm their energy efficiency. Then
independent research validated the tests and documented energy savings of
up to 40% vs. Cisco. Bingo! A “forgotten” advantage became a true
differentiator in the enterprise market.
Thus, the Cisco Energy “Tax” was born: the price you pay for going with
the leader in the market; the price you pay for not doing your homework. The
differentiation was fact-driven and the target fact-hungry, so executions were
developed that allowed people to investigate and discover the truth
themselves in lieu of just telling them all about it.
The media objective was to drive key IT staff to determine the potential
cost savings for their organization using Nortel instead of Cisco. This was
achieved via the use of an energy-efficiency calculator that was designed to
provide customized facts to be shared within the organization and to support
the business case for Nortel’s products.
Provocative headlines (“Why 74% of data networks are costing you 100%
too much.”) and taglines (“What is your network costing you?”) were used to
grab the target’s attention, then they were asked to go to a search engine and
query the term “Cisco Energy Tax,” an engagement designed to feel more like
fact-finding than messaging.
Nortel’s objectives were exceeded in terms of being noticed with paid and
unpaid media, and of growing the sales pipeline. Within weeks of launching
the campaign, Nortel’s enterprise president reported as many as 50 enterprise
sales attributed to the Cisco Energy Tax campaign. The campaign resulted in
an incredible double-digit growth in the sales pipeline, more than three times
the stated goals for growth.
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GOLD WINNER: New Balance: “LOVE/Hate in the USA”

GOLD WINNER: Oracle — CRM

Client: New Balance
Entrant Company: PHD New York
New Balance has been regarded as a brand based on comfort and worn by
older, loyal consumers; its loyalty rate is the highest in the athletic footwear
business. High-performance runners and marathoners recognize New
Balance as having superior technically-driven products that provide an
optimal running experience.
In 2008, New Balance also boasted the oldest median customer age
among top sneaker brands. Studies show that 16-29 year olds are more
likely to purchase 3+ pairs of athletic shoes a year. New Balance needed to
better connect with this younger demographic — without alienating its core
enthusiast and older constituencies.
Proprietary global research demonstrated that regardless of where a
runner may live in the world, or which type of runner that individual may be
— (marathoner, weekend, occasional), all runners have a love-hate
relationship with running. This emotional insight gave the brand
permission to be mass and targeted without alienating any constituents.
Two key media partnerships were used to show that New Balance can
help runners love running more — one with MTV for its influence with
young consumers and one with ESPN as a destination for sports
enthusiasts.
MTV held a Real World Anniversary Awards Show as the series entered
its 20th year, and New Balance created a custom “Roommate you LOVE to
Hate” Award. The Awards Show also kicked off the new season, where New
Balance sponsored a recap of the previous episode, highlighting moments
you “LOVE to Hate.”
New Balance took over ESPN’s SportsCenter for one summer night
with eight minutes of air time during the 1-hour program. Long-from
content featured athletes discussing their love-hate relationship running. It
also partnered with ESPN Rise, a publication for high school athletes, with
an insert that highlighted four young athletes and their love-hate
relationship with training.
Each region followed the U.S. brief because both the marketing task
(reach a younger target without alienating core consumers) and the key
insight (Love-hate with running) are consistent across the New Balance
global footprint.
Post-campaign, an independent tracking study demonstrated that
overall purchase-intent data for New Balance was higher than any other
brand in the category. Against the “competitive athlete” segment, purchase
consideration rose dramatically.
Additionally, in post-test, consumers in the 16-29 age group associated
the following attributes with New Balance: understands running, modern,
stylish, authentic, innovative and fun.

Client: Oracle
Entrant Company: Starcom USA
Oracle is the world’s leader in database technology with clients
at Fortune 500 companies. Now Oracle is working to become
the next powerhouse in business applications software.
However, when companies decide to purchase new business
software beyond standard office databases, the IT Department
is not always in control of the purse strings. Oracle’s target
had shifted and grown to include key influencers like Sales
Professionals.
These executives are some of the most highly networked
people in any company. They interact with a vast array of
people across businesses, industries and geographies, so they
don’t have time to read through a lengthy and highly-technical
product brief or white paper. Oracle needed a new media and
communication approach to connect sales executives with
engaging, multimedia information on Oracle’s new CRM
software.
Four key global marketing partners — CNET,
BusinessWeek, The Wall Street Journal and the CMO Council —
were tasked to collect sales leads via community membership
sign-ups, event attendance and content downloads.
To reach Oracle’s goals, the two first-ever partnerships
between these powerhouses were created in an effort to appeal
to the hyper-social nature of the sales target. Following
extensive investigation into the sales space online, it quickly
became apparent that no social business network existed
exclusively for this extremely social industry.
The creation of the first ever BusinessWeek/CNET
relationship also engendered the first social network for sales
executives — The Customer Collective
(www.thecustomercollective.com). This community provided
prominent global sales professionals the much-needed forum
to connect with each other and discuss the needs of their
business.
The Wall Street Journal and CMO Council came together
to build C.L.O.S.E., The Coalition to Leverage and Optimize
Sales Effectiveness, an organization devoted to uncovering,
sharing and creating dialogue around best practices for sales
executives. The community consisted of a digital hub that was
translated into five languages, while the CMO Council
delivered all-day workshops in key cities — (San Francisco,
New York, Paris, London, Sao Paolo, and Sydney) and in local
language.
The campaign was seen to embody the forward-thinking
spirit upon which Oracle is built. Not only did the sales leads
came from all priority countries, but they exceeded the
campaign’s lead generation goals. The customized
communities recruited over 2,000 actively participating global
members including several authors, bloggers, and prominent
sales figures.

GOLD WINNER: Oreo — How Do You Eat an Oreo?
French-Canadian Style
Client: Kraft Canada, Oreo
Entrant Company: Starcom MediaVest Toronto
Despite a consistent #1 category share of voice, Oreo was experiencing
declining sales in French Canada. The French adaptation of Oreo English TV
creative was testing poorly, but new creative was not feasible for the budget.
The challenge was to reverse the decline and rebuild local relevance during
the critical back-to-school window.
French Canadians generally reward marketers who speak to them in a
local voice with respect for their distinct culture, so branded entertainment
became the core of the campaign. The Oreo cookie-milk ritual was
integrated into a prime-time French Canadian soap opera through scripted
Oreo content in key scenes, along with sponsorship and in-program
commercial elements. A break-through sponsorship billboard featured an
Oreo being twisted open so that the name of the series appeared on the
cookie cream.
A promotion also invited consumers to create and upload videos of
their personal Oreo stories to a TVA.ca Oreo micro-site. Weekly winners
were chosen by an online vote, while their user-generated content was aired
in primetime. Employing user-generated content and online video as both
entry and prize components was a breakthrough concept in Quebec.
The campaign exceeded all expectations for business results and
consumer engagement. Sales increased substantially and reversed YTD
negative trends.
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GOLD WINNER: Peroni (SAB Miller) — A Beer
with Italian Style
Client: Peroni Nastro Azzuro Beer
Entrant Company: PHD Canada
Beer today is a lifestyle beverage. Peroni has long been a favorite
with Italian beer drinkers, but the brand set out to reinvigorate the
beer category around the world with a unique proposition: “Italian
style applied to beer.” Peroni understood that most countries
appreciate Italy as a symbol of style, passion and craftsmanship.
In autumn 2008, Peroni made its entrance into the Canadian
marketplace. As a relative newcomer, it faced aggressive
competition from the import beer category. Toronto and Vancouver,
recognized as Canada’s two fashion centers, became the target for
the relaunch.
Peroni wanted to appeal to modern sophisticates—an urban,
style-conscious segment, aged 25-34, who are discerning in their
beverage choices. They rely on word-of-mouth and “street cred.”
The media strategy was to align Peroni messaging in “alta moda” or
high style media environments. This concept provided direction for
how the brand would behave in media and where it would be
placed.
To lay the foundation of the association between Peroni and
style/fashion, the brand secured the title beverage sponsor of
Toronto Fashion Week. Emporio Peroni was also launched during
this week on Toronto’s “Fashion Mile.” Emporio Peroni, designed
to feel so “alta moda” and exclusive that it was for window
shopping only, displayed a single bottle of Peroni on an illuminated
pedestal, surrounded by a single red rope on silver stanchions. It
fascinated passers-by.
In Vancouver, Peroni partnered with high-end furniture retailer,
Italinteriors, in the trendy Yaletown neighborhood to launch
Emporio Peroni in their store window — on a street lined with
quality restaurants, fashion boutiques and galleries.
Peroni was now in an environment where the target audience
lived, dined, shopped and entertained. Transit Shelter Advertising
was also used for its classic street-level appeal, but this was
supplemented with night projection — an emerging technology in
Canada. This showcased the brand in a contemporary, innovative
and noticeable way.
As a result of the media campaign, Peroni saw a significant
sales lift when measured year on year. The PR generated was also
substantial, including coverage in Canada’s Globe and Mail website.
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GOLD WINNER: GOLD WINNER: Standard Chartered
Bank, “Are You Ready?” — Marathon Campaign
Client: Standard Chartered Bank
Entrant Company: PHD Hong Kong
Standard Chartered Hong Kong wanted to leverage its successful ii-year
corporate sponsorship of the Hong Kong Marathon. The Marathon event
plays a key role in engaging the public with the bank’s “one-bank-oneteam” spirit as well as helping the bank to demonstrate their continuous
commitment to the Hong Kong community.
The campaign objective was to develop a communication strategy
that not only brought new energy to the event, but also developed
business for their key products. The 2008 Marathon campaign needed to
support the bank’s three product marketing campaigns — Marathon
Savings Account, Marathon Trade Account and Marathon Credit Card
Offers. All products have incorporated the values and spirit of the
Standard Chartered Marathon.
The campaign had two key target audiences — marathon runners
and the public at large. The insights from these two groups formed the
campaign’s strategy.
Running a marathon of 10KM/26 miles is a grueling endurance
challenge that requires preparation, hard work, and dedication. To
succeed, runners must allow their passion and motivation for the race
fuel their Marathon training regime. Media needed to encourage the
runners and demonstrate the kind of emotional support that lifts spirits
and creates motivation for a Marathon challenge.
Although a majority of the mass public does not take part in the race,
most have witnessed this big annual Marathon event in the past. Friends,
families or colleagues who participate will need their encouragement and
support. Media needed to find an avenue for the public to become active
supporters and encourage the runners.
The campaign fueled the city and engaged the public with Marathon
excitement through integrated, strategic, and innovative media channels.
The runners were supported throughout the Marathon process — from
training day to race day — by cheering them on through strategic touch
points. The Marathon campaign promotion also drove traffic and
business product enquires for the bank.
The Marathon spirit permeated both the runners and the
supporters. The Standard Chartered Marathon not only attracted local
residents but also people from around the world. Among the measured
results was that 90% of the respondents felt that the Marathon
enhanced Standard Chartered Marathon’s image and demonstrated its
support to community events.

Client: Unilever — Dove
Entrant Company: PHD Canada
Too many girls develop low self-esteem from hang-ups about their
looks, and consequently fail to reach their full potential later in life.
The Dove Self-Esteem Fund (DSEF) was created to educate and
inspire girls on a wider definition of beauty in order to help build a
strong sense of self-esteem.
The Dove woman has always enjoyed spending quality time
with her daughter. However, as a child gets older, that time become
more difficult to find.
A majority of Canadian mothers (86%) believe that sleepovers
can impact their daughters’ self esteem — positively or negatively.
Sleepovers have always been the ultimate girls’ bonding experience
— a night to stay up late, watch movies, eat junk food, chat about
boys, life, school, clothes and especially other girls. Rather than let a
night turn to harmful gossip or silly rumors, the idea was to bring
together mothers, daughters, mentors and girlfriends together to
creative a night of positive self esteem.
To meaningfully reach this complex dual target of mothers and
daughters, a new standard for media innovation was created in the
Canadian market. A highly-customized “touching lives” campaign
was created including a simultaneous 5-network take-over — a
media first in Canada.
A national invitation was issued for Canadians to visit
dovesleepover.ca/ soireedove.ca to obtain all the necessities for
participating in a sleepover or hosting their own event. Daughters
had offers for pajamas, music downloads and interactive photo
albums, while mothers had tips, expert advice and retail offers.
On the night of the sleepover, Canadian networks ran selfesteem themed movies like “Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants” and
“High School Musical,” as well as segments by self-esteem experts,
sharing personal stories of struggle and success. During
commercial breaks, custom-produced segments were aired
showing what was happening in homes throughout the country
The Sleepover in Canada ranked #1 in the Dove global
“touched lives” initiative with over 30,000 mothers and daughters
registered. Post-event surveys demonstrated that mothers
respected Dove for their sleepover support, felt that they could
better talk with their daughters and wanted to purchase more Dove
products. Daughters agreed that the sleepover build their self
esteem and would encourage others to host one.

GOLD WINNER: V-Energy Drink, V-Raw
Client: V-Energy
Entrant Company: OMD Australia
Although V-Energy Drink has long been a strong brand its category, energy
drinks are enjoying good growth and attracting competitors. The
marketing task was to significantly differentiate the V brand in this newlycrowded environment, while also driving sales growth and brand relevance
among 18-24 year olds. The product personality needed to come to life in a
non-traditional way.
Consumers aged 18-24 have great dreams and ambitions as they
embark on their career path. Yet, this group is often frustrated by a lack of
first job opportunities. This enabled V to step in and help these young
people by creating a jobs program, website and community that inspires
them to follow their ultimate career goals. The program was called V-Raw
in that it aimed to uncover raw talent and help young Australians get a foot
in the door.
At the heart of V-Raw were real job opportunities, including 60 neverto-be-advertised-elsewhere positions with companies like Channel V,
Billabong and Cosmopolitan. The V-Raw jobs were promoted via: Online
(MySpace, Trend Websites, Youth E-Newsletters), Pay TV, Digital Screens
(Bluetooth-enable), Newspapers and Design Colleges. All ads directed
consumers to a MySpace site, where they could view a video description of
the job opportunity from the prospective employer. They could also upload
their CV in a creative way, such as through video.
The campaign dramatically changed V’s approach to
communications by making online the cornerstone of the brand’s activity
with its young audience. By actually delivering jobs, it built true credibility
and made good on the brand’s promise to help new employment seekers
get a foot in the door.
The V-Raw campaign contributed to the brand’s strongest sales in 3
years, and surpassed all budget targets. Millward Brown research
demonstrated that people thought differently about the brand as a result
of the jobs association — ensuring that they developed a preference for V
products.
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SILVER WINNER: Coca Cola Happiness
Factory-II
Client: Coca Cola
Entrant Company: Universal McCann Spain
To celebrate the Christmas holiday season, CocaCola launched internationally the longest TV
commercial in its history (3’30” duration).
The goal was to increase sales over the
previous year, despite a lesser budget allocation.
The commercial also needed to be adapted to
Spanish tastes and customs while ensuring the integrity of this long-form TV
commercial. An added challenge was working during the period of the year
with the highest levels of advertising saturation.
To better stand out during so busy a season and to capitalize on the
length of the ad message, a strategy emerged to treat the commercial as if it
were the premiere of an important movie production, or the “Christmas
movie of the year.” The tactics included a first phase aimed at creating a buzz
around the upcoming premiere and a second phase which focused on making
the premiere a huge event.
Taking a cue from Hollywood movie studios, the campaign was
broadcast as a movie preview on all the national television channels. Posters
featuring the dates of various local premieres were also designed and
distributed. Trailers could also be downloaded from the Internet, along with
additional extra content. Several infotainment channels, such as the press and
radio, reported on the big event, calling for spectators to watch the TV
premiere.
When the big day arrived the commercial was broadcast on all the
national television channels at the same time (100% Prime Time), and there
was just one showing. The movie was preceded by a title heading —
produced expressly for its broadcast in Spain — imitating the title heading of
Metro Goldwyn Mayer. Internet users could watch their own premiere on the
Net. The movie was later distributed on DVD together with the Sunday edition
of El Mundo, Spain’s highest circulation newspaper.
Finally, and in the true spirit of Christmas, the movie was projected on a
giant screen located on one of the main buildings in Madrid’s city center.
Many of its main characters took part in the famous annual “Three Kings”
Christmas parade, which attracts one million people.
Awareness ratings revealed that 350,000 of the mentions attributed to
the brand identified the campaign piece as a movie and not as a TV
commercial (source: Imop).
Most significantly, Coca Cola sales in Spain were higher than the previous
year’s Christmas period even though the advertising budget was significantly
lower.

SILVER WINNER: DHL F1 Campaign Singapore
Client: DHL Express (Singapore) Pte Ltd
Entrant Company: Mediaedge:cia, Singapore
When it was announced that Formula 1 race was coming to Singapore for a
debut night race through the streets, many brands jumped on the bandwagon
with opportunistic F1-related advertising.
DHL is the Official Logistics Partner for F1, and needed to cut through the
cluttered environment with just a limited budget. A campaign also needed to
showcase DHL’s expertise and capabilities to its core target audiences of
Administrators and Decision Makers, as well as to Singaporeans in general.
Bearing in mind the outdoor advertising restrictions imposed by the F1
organizer, transit media became the main thrust of the F1 campaign with 2
different clusters – Taxi advertising (500 taxi bodies) and advertising in MRT
stations at the four high-traffic flow locations.
A special consumer promotion was set up around the taxis. Winners in a
daily draw received free taxi vouchers. Contestants had to SMS a DHL F1 taxi
license plate to participate. The taxis drove high awareness as they were
mobile, visible and concentrated at double the weight that of an average taxi
campaign in Singapore.
A number of taxis were also used for giving away free rides at 6 strategic
shopping and office taxi stands at appointed times over the F1 weekend. Many
responded to an advertisement on the free rides by queuing before the
appointed time at the locations. There was an impressive convoy of DHL taxis
going down the roads during the chartering hours!
The media campaign, particularly with its sea of moving taxis, generated
great buzz and awareness during the F1 event, and made a strong connection
between DHL logistics expertise. The island-wide consumer promotion was
also well-received with responses totaling a whopping 21,833 SMS text
messages across 8 weeks.

SILVER WINNER: Carlsberg — Euro ’08 Half-Time Match Highlight
Client: Carlsberg Hong Kong Entrant Company: OMD Hong Kong
Carlsberg’s share of the Hong Kong beer market was lessening, due to the influx
of more culturally-relevant mainland Chinese brands. As an import, Carlsberg was
seen as “remote” from consumers with little empathy for the brand’s advertising.
The challenge was to increase Carlsberg’s “share of heart” with core
consumers. Carlsberg»s sponsorship of the Euro 2008 soccer tournament would
raise awareness, but do little to resolve the issue of “remoteness.” The goal was to
leverage the sponsorship to develop a deeper brand engagement.
Carlsberg’s core consumers are middle-aged, blue collar workers. Focus
groups showed that these individuals work long hours to support their families,
often under the stress of job insecurity. Their escape is drinking a beer with
friends, watching a match and chatting about soccer. To engage with this
audience, Carlsberg had to be present in those “guy talk” moments when they
were most at ease. To ensure that the target could identify with the brand, the
same language they used with their friends needed to be incorporated. Carlsberg
had to become one of the boys.
The half-time recap segment was identified as the time when the target was
most likely to engage in “guy talk,” or discuss the match and commentary among
themselves. Carlsberg branded the half time recap portion of the entire

tournament with a clever use of its
tagline of “Carlsberg don’t do that,
but if they had it would probably be
the best in the world.” The half-time
segment offered clips of the best
moment, best shot, best tackle, etc….
and each was presented using a
variant on the Carlsberg tagline, such
as “If Cech saved that shot, it would probably be the best save in the tournament.”
Commentators also abandoned their usual profession style to be
conversational with ad-libs, use of layman’s terms and more naturally humorous
— so that it felt they had inserted themselves into the target’s half time
conversations. After the segment, a TVC was tagged to reinforce the association
with Carlsberg by repeating the tagline.
Following Euro 2008, Carlsberg’s awareness increased dramatically. Positive
responses to post-event survey statements like “the sponsorship gives a better
impression of Carlsberg” were double the previous Carlsberg sponsorships.
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SILVER WINNER: Oracle
Business Intelligence (Germany)

SILVER WINNER: Xbox 360:
Reality or Fiction
Client: Microsoft Xbox
Entrant Company: Universal McCann
Spain
The main campaign objective of Xbox is to maintain its market
share in the face of competition from other video consoles, like the
Playstation 3 and Nintendo’s Wii. Xbox´s target market is principally
young, heavy-users (13-15 year olds), while the other consoles appeal
more to a broader market with a social, rather than expert, usage.
A key insight was that Xbox was perceived as having the best
true-to-life graphics quality — a decisive purchasing factor in the
mind set of heavy-users. Xbox 360 had recently increased the sense
of reality in its Pro Evolution Soccer 2008, which features
personalized matches and a vastly improved game experience.
Football, therefore, became the ideal framework for the Xbox
message.
In Spain, football is the sport with the greatest fan base. Also,
the profile of a TV football viewer and the Xbox target audience are
very similar. The communication message needed to link football
and TV together, while also demonstrating the quality of the Xbox
graphics.
The solution involved using graphics from the Xbox Pro
Evolution Soccer 2008 (PES 2008) during actual football matches
broadcast on television. By adding superimposed images over the
most exciting or most decisive plays, the real game suddenly
seemed like an Xbox game. Xbox was able to “own” the content as
the superimposed images enhanced the broadcast, and at the same
time, use it as a means of conveying a message to a core target
audience.
Aside from demonstrating the unbeatable graphics of the Xbox
360 console in an innovative and convincing manner during an
enjoyable 90 minutes of football, the market share growth was
dramatic. After the broadcast, Xbox 360´s market share immediately
jumped, while it gained significant ground in annual comparison.

SILVER WINNER: Johnnie Walker —
Breaking Though Boundaries of Magazine
Client: Johnnie Walker, Diageo of Canada
Entrant Company: Starcom MediaVest Toronto
The marketing goal was to grow Pre-Christmas sales volume, while also
moving occasional Johnnie Walker drinkers to Johnnie Walker preferred
drinkers. The strategy involved concentrating effort on a key market, and
Calgarians were shown to have the highest personal income in Canada for
the target of Men 19-49 — (due at the time to the oil boom.)
The campaign positioned itself amid Calgary’s business elite by
connecting with CalgaryInc magazine’s Business Person of the Year issue.
The Johnnie Walker notion of personal progress linked well with
CalgaryInc’s raison d’être for showcasing success and achievement. The
visual icon of the Johnnie Walker “Striding Man” broke through the physical
boundaries of the magazine — mirroring the reader’s desire for personal
progress.
This resulted in the first ever “content” integration on the front cover of
a major Canadian business magazine. The “Striding Man’s” walk begins on
the back cover, breaks through editorial pages, through the staples that
bind together the magazine, and eventually his foot lands on the front
cover. Even a functioning barcode was recreated with the Johnnie Walker
tagline of “Keep Walking.” The brand also celebrated CalgaryInc’s winner of
the Business Person of the Year, Jim Shaw, by hosting a “Mentorship”
Scotch tasting.
The campaign directly contributed to increasing the volume of Johnnie
Walker’s staple Black Label within Alberta (Calgary’s province). However,
sales of the super premium Blue Label exploded as the campaign
continued. During the same period, sales fell among key competitors.

Client: Oracle
Entrant Company: Starcom Germany
Germany is a highly competitive IT
market, and Oracle wanted to break into
the elite group of top three solution
providers that maintain approximately 80% share of voice.
Oracle’s Business Intelligence Software, allows programs, not just
from Oracle’s suite, but also its competitors, to share data and
streamline company effectiveness. With the vast array of software
solutions in use by domestic companies, getting all of the programs to
talk to each other and share data should be important to IT Business
Decision Makers (BDMs). Unfortunately it’s low on their list of priorities,
because few realize that such a product exists.
The campaign’s goal was to show BDMs that Oracle could unite all
of their company’s data into a single Business Intelligence software
solution and show them how this software could pay for itself. BDMs
have an affinity for certain advertising content and although they
continue to receive that content from their preferred vendors, they
remain extremely protective of their personal information with
“unknown” vendors.
Given Oracle’s need for lead generation, the ability to access quality
content would be critical to encouraging a BDM to provide personal
information. As a lesser player in the German market, Oracle also lacked
the volumes of existing content needed to create a suitably robust
platform to ensure the program’s success.
Oracle partnered with Germany’s leading IT information source,
IDG, to create “Oracle World” on the popular website, tecchannel.de.
The central touch point of the program was a micro site with references
to a wealth of vehicles which could be access through a lead-generation
widget — whitepapers, news & articles, webcast videos, web 2.0-style
participation, eBooks and community.
With IDG’s editorial involvement, Oracle was able to create a host
of easy-to-use — and access — information that bridged highly technical
information and relevant business understanding. And all of above
content was also compiled and published in a special 66-page print
edition book, which was sold on newsstands as a handy reference
manual on Business Intelligence.
The program was a remarkable success. Within only four weeks of
inception, the campaign delivered 70% above program goal for leads
from German BDMs. Additionally, using benchmarks within Germany,
the cost-per-lead was dramatic lower than the country’s standards.

SILVER WINNER:
Philips Shavers
— Putting Philips
Shavers in the
Driving Seat
Client: Philips Shavers
Entrant Company: BBC
Worldwide, London
Philips Shavers are known
as technologically-superior,
cutting-edge brands, and to highlight those attributes, Philips
became a sponsor of the WilliamsF1, or Formula One Motor
Racing team, along with Williams’ other 21 brand partners.
The campaign’s goal was to promote its innovative new
Arcitec electric shaver RQ1095 across the world — particularly in
Germany, France, Spain and Japan, and build awareness of the
brand’s association with Williams — without getting stuck in the
pits behind 21 other brand partners.
The campaign’s key insight was that Formula One teams are
not just great sporting enterprises, they are successful
international companies. Williams F1 could teach business
executives a thing or two.
BBC Worldwide created Formula for Success, a business
show that used Williams F1 as a showcase for eight key challenges
faced by all global brands companies. The program would also be
a perfect fit for Philips Shavers to highlight its association with
Williams through credits and additional multimedia content.
A Formula For Success ‘block weekend’ allowed viewers who
had missed the series to catch up on all the episodes. A dedicated
microsite, with exclusive Philips Shavers advertising, was also
developed with synopses of each program and offered viewers an
opportunity to question the arguments put forward in the series
and add their own insights.
To further maxmize value, the series was edited down to a
one-hour special,
Track For Success, for which BBC Worldwide negotiated
broadcast rights with 24 terrestrial broadcasters around the world.
The program was also available in-flight on 10 airlines including
Emirates, KLM and Cathay Pacific.
The show delivered big results — 94% of Formula For Success
viewers had a positive attitude towards the program and 75% recalled
the link with Philips Shavers. Consumers surveyed stated they were
57% more likely to consider Philips Shavers next time they bought a
shaver and 60% felt more positive about the brand.

SILVER WINNER: Johnson & Johnson Clear & Clear Sampling Experience
Client: Johnson & Johnson
Entrant Company: OMD Hong Kong
Clean & Clear is a skin care range catering to school girls aged 12-17. The
marketing challenge was to launch a new variant of facial cleanser — Apple
— with an extremely modest budget. The goal was to raise awareness and
encourage trial among the core audience.
School girls are busy and difficult to reach with traditional media.
Sampling is a must and conventional launches of skincare products focus
on sampling within magazines. However, for a target audience of girls 12-17,
a fashion magazine audience waste is high at 72-84%, and such a program
was cost prohibitive for the budget.
Tutorial centers are the place where 12-17 year old girls go to study, but
also to hang out with their friends and talk about the things most important
to them, including looking good. Twenty tutorial such centers across Hong
Kong were selected, and posters and leaflets were placed in the hallways
and exits of the tutorial centers — favorite spots for catching up with
friends. However, the key focus of the campaign was in the ladies room.
Images of a cartoon character with pimples were superimposed onto
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SILVER WINNER: Oracle for Mid-sized
Companies (Singapore)
mirrors. The girls could
see their reflection
through the character —
to provide laughter with
their friends, and fun and
games in the ladies room. This also drew their attention to free samples of
Clean & Clear placed next to the taps, encouraging them to cleanse away
the dirt and grease after a long day at school.
Interactive discount coupons were provided directing cost-conscious
teenagers into stores to buy the product. The coupon also invited users to
log onto C&C’s website where they could play a tailor-made online game,
and find out more about the product.
The results included an immediate double-digit sales increase, and
significant new online registrations provided opportunities for future
customer contact.

Client: Oracle
Entrant Company: Starcom Singapore
Renowned for its flagship database product and
enterprise software solutions, Oracle recognized a
new opportunity to offer end to end Enterprise
technology solutions in its portfolio. Yet, the
challenge Oracle faced in unveiling these tools in
the ASEAN region was that they were known
primarily as a database software provider and not
for its end to end Enterprise solutions. Research
further revealed that the target in most need of
these solutions, Mid-Size businesses, perceived
Oracle’s services as unaffordable and were suitable
only for large organizations.
In addition, Information & Technology in midsized organizations is usually not a core job
function and IT purchase decisions are typically

made by finance/business managers. Proprietary
studies determined that the Internet was the
target’s main reference point when researching
technology offerings. A digital-only strategy made
sense for this campaign.
Reinventing Oracle’s existing content into a
relevant and reader-friendly format was the key
factor to engaging the target audience. It had to
showcase Oracle’s strength in understanding the
needs of the mid-size segment and demonstrate
the benefits that Oracle products and services offer.
CNET was chosen as the delivery channel for the
content.
Rather than relying on standard banners to
drive traffic to the Oracle landing pads,
Custom Content was created. This included
Whiteboard Videos, E-Books, and Virtual
Tours that showed how the Oracle suite of
solutions would work in a typical small to mid-sized

business office.
Customers could
participate in this
virtual tour and
access resources
such as tips and
whitepapers
provided by Oracle. In order to download the e-book
or whitepapers, customers had to register. These
leads were captured by the vendor, and passed to
the client.
The campaign met with a resounding success
by over-delivering on the target number of
registrations by 204% within just the first 2 months
of the initiative. The number of downloads and
views for e-books, virtual tours and whiteboard
videos exceeded expectations and helped in creating
a new sales funnel earlier than expected.
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SILVER WINNER: “Celebrate Win, Celebrate Visa”
SILVER WINNER: Ugly Betty —
Series 1 Launch South Africa

SILVER WINNER: Unilever —
Pond´s Digital Guerilla
Marketing
Client: Unilever
Entrant Company: Mindshare Mexico
POND´S planned an introduction of
new facial cleansers to young girls in
the Mexican market; however, it had to
combat a perception that POND’S was a brand exclusively for mature
ladies. Young girls need to be seduced to fall in love with POND’S, because
the product could provide the benefits of self-confidence that comes from
lovely skin at an age when social acceptance is important. The challenge
was to get this young target interested enough to interact with the brand,
while maximizing web site visits to a new POND’S digital platform called
www.lovepark.com.mx
Social Digital Networks are the base for communication and
socializing among Mexican youth. Romance and flirting are the top
activities of interest, and girls long to be confident about starting a
relationship with boys. This insight was key to the creation of the lovepark
site, although it also needed additional sources of entertainment and
relevant music to encourage girls to stay connected.
At the heart of POND’S lovepark.com was a network of friends, blogs
about young romance and other “connection” touch points like mail and
messenger tools. This engendered a “Digital Guerilla Marketing" campaign
that employed “ghost users” who would be of interest to teen girls. They
would post relevant comments with links to blogs, forums, social networks
and opinion sites in an effort to generate more talkability
A “Digital Test” was also hosted on lovepark.com to give young girls
more insights into love, beauty and related teen topics. The answers also
provided POND’S with user profiles that helped better outline the needs of
the target.
Lovepark.com also enabled the opportunity for greater social
networking by integrating some of its content through a MySpace
community. This led to greater interaction and also helped to increase the
total number of participants.
This was the first time that “Digital Guerilla Marketing” was executed
in México, and the response to www.lovepark.com.mx was overwhelming.
POND’S had created a connection with young women. Statistics
demonstrated that 488,000 unique visitors looked at the site, while over
250,000 unique users tested the social network tools. Eleven thousand girls
registered for the site.

SILVER WINNER: Samsung TouchWiz Red
Bull Air Race VIP reporter
Client: Samsung and Red Bull
Entrant Company: Starcom Netherlands
Two distinct brand challenges for two different clients
were originally presented. The first involved the signature
sports event sponsored by the Red Bull energy drink. The
objective was to sell 25,000 tickets for the “Red Bull Air
Race,” a Championship featuring the worlds’ best pilots
in a competition based on speed, precision and skill. The
“Red Bull Air Race World Series,” televised since 2004, is
considered to be exciting, but consumers are not as
connected to this sport as to one that showcases either
local heroes or a well-known national team.
The second challenge involved Samsung’s
introduction of their first full “touch-screen” phone, the
Samsung TouchWiz, with a price of roughly €500. The
“Touch” segment was already dominated by the iPhone,
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Client: M-Net
Entrant Company: Mindshare South
Africa
The goal was to launch the Ugly Betty TV series on South African screens in an
interesting, impactful and engaging way. The specific objectives included
achieving 7 AR’s for the first show against the LSM 8-10 Female Pay TV
audience, with Males as a secondary audience.
The core media idea was to turn beauty on its head, making “ugly the new
beautiful”. This was achieved in two main ways:
1. Identify specific environments that were traditional “spaces of beauty”
and place Betty in these same environments.
2. Spark a debate on whether ugly is the new beautiful.
Traditional media was used in unexpected ways, often with a play on words.
For example, “Betty has a face for radio…” became the cornerstone of the radio
support for top-of-mind awareness.
In male titles, centerfolds and “back page babe” were identified used for the
Ugly Betty surprise. South African Sports Illustrated featured a belly band
wrapped around the back page babe, leading to an Ugly Betty “Center Spread”.
Zoo and FHM also featured center spread placement, with Betty in a provocative
pose.
The female market required more care, as the word “ugly” is taboo. Instead,
Ugly Betty ads spoofed beauty brands such as “Maybelean” — “Maybe she’s
born with it; Maybe she’s just not born lean.”
Billboards are traditionally used by the big beauty & fashion brands,
especially large format super-signs. This medium was selected for big brand
impact with Betty’s face unashamedly plastered all over town.
The thought behind bus branding was the adage “as ugly as the back end of
a bus…” This was adapted slightly with “Ugly Betty, to see her check out the back
end of this bus.”
Bathroom mirrors were branded at cinemas. The viewer had to look through
a pair of Betty’s Iconic glasses, and see Betty’s braces. The “viewer” seemed
transformed into a version of Betty.
The campaign generated buzz, curiosity and considerable consumer
comments, such as: “I drove past one of your Ugly Betty buses today in
Rosebank & noticed a couple of people craning their heads to try and see her on
the back of the bus… I found this really amusing.” The first show outperformed
the target AR’s by 43%.

and consumers needed to be convinced that the
innovative TouchFlo interface of the Samsung TouchWiz
was worthy of the cost. An aggressive sales target had
been set. The Air Race could deliver an innovative user
experience for the TouchWiz target, allowing them to
participate in a unique event, while experimenting with
the phone’s features. Plus, consumers could qualify to
win a phone and become an Air Race VIP Reporter in the
thick of the action.
The “Red Bull VIP-reporter campaign” was created
using Livecastr technology which broadcast the “Red Bull
Air Race” live to the web with a mobile phone.
Prior to the event, a special “Air Race-reporter
game” was created and promoted on the internet via
seeding and advertising. The concept for the game was
simple: while the “Air Race” plane was maneuvering
through a course, a player had to keep the action in frame
using the TouchWiz as a visor.

From the
100,000 gamers,
the top 5 high
scorers were selected to receive a Samsung TouchWiz
and become LiveCastr VIP Reporters.
Post-race, all footage was gathered on the MSN
editorial page where MSN visitors could vote on the best
VIP reporter with the best LiveCast of the “Air Race.”
Voting was open for two weeks and including
giveaways of TouchWiz phones. The best “VIP-reporter”
was invited to make a flight in a real Red Bull airplane
with one of the Air Race Top Guns. Samsung broke in
to the Mobile “Touch segment” and exceeded their
sales target by 20% while strengthening Samsung
Mobile’s overall market-leadership. Event awareness
was higher than ever before, and the Air Race was sold
out. The idea is currently in discussion around the
world as part of the next roll out.

Client: Visa India
Entrant Company: Media Direction, R K Swamy Media Group
Cricket in India is not a sport; it’s a religion. It’s the most watched
programming on television and appeals to all audience segments.
VISA has a long affiliation with sports, but needed to create
appropriate media touch points to establish VISA’s association with
cricket — with minimal additional spending. Its goal was also to
stand out in the clutter of many brands cheering for the Indian
Team.
As part of their cricket affiliation, VISA had introduced the
“Cricket Album” featuring the music played during winning matches
by popular band, Shankar, Eshan & Loy with title song, “Mind, Body,
Heart, and Soul.” This track had the potential of becoming a
“Cricket Anthem.” TV networks, particularly news and sport
channels reporting on matches, could use the music while
intellectual property rights belonged to VISA — by positioning the
catchy chant as a cricket anthem. Team India’s Victory in the T20
Cricket Word Cup was chosen as the platform. Since it was a big
victory for India, all channels aired repeated clippings of the Team’s
victory celebrations. Every time such scenes were aired the VISA
“cricket Anthem” was played as the background score, making the
ad jingle mainstream with negligible investments.
During televised matches, there were repeated scenes of
people humming or singing the anthem or of people holding up
boards with a nod to the anthem, such as “Play with your heart and
mind and body and soul and go get the cup.” “Go get it” is the
VISA India tag line, so the anthem’s connection with VISA was
becoming well-established.
A three-city research project showed that 87% of respondents
recognized VISA’s cricket association. A majority of respondents
could actually recite the anthem correctly word- by-word.

BRONZE WINNER: Sinebrzchoff —
Capture Your Heat
Client: Sinebrychoff
Entrant Company: PHD Finland
Battery was the first energy drink to be launched in
Finland and is the market leader. A premium-priced
brand, it is know for great taste and an energizing

BRONZE WINNER: Casio G-Shock—Tough Test Team
Client: Casio G-Shock
Entrant Company: OMD Germany
CASIO G-SHOCK, the toughest watch and “must have” youth brand
of the 80s and 90s, faced a fading perception in terms of relevance
and attitude. The challenge was to revitalize the brand and
reinterpret the CASIO G-SHOCK so that it would have access to the
minds (and wallets) of the today’s young generation.
It was essential to make the “toughness” of the CASIO GSHOCK a vivid and real experience in order to get the customer
genuinely interested in the product. By demonstrating the GSHOCK’s benefits with the consumer’s help and creativity it was
possible to create high authenticity for the product.
The “Tough Test Team” website was created to allow for an
“edgy” staging (part-entertainment, part-science) of the brand’s
unique proposition and to integrate the audience into the process.
Consumers could actually invent “tough product tests” under
extreme conditions to push G-SHOCKs to their limit. The best ideas
were executed by a dedicated Tough Test Team live and direct via a
daily I-TV show. Real tests examples included freezing watches in
liquid oxygen or pounding them with sledge hammers.
The G-SHOCK experienced a double-digit sales boost, while
website traffic increased by 500%. In addition, the campaign
demonstrated outstanding PR effects and strong viral buzz,
including videos of tests spreading across community platforms,
such as “tough test team” at YouTube.

feeling that “keeps you going.” Battery was planning
to debut a new flavor, Battery Heat, which promised
to warm the body and soul. The target was young (1535 year old) city dwellers who are technology-oriented
and intrigued by new innovations.
Based on an insight that a consumer is not
buying just a drink, but a warm feeling, the strategy
aimed to gain attention through an innovation that
expressed the heat in a tangible, engaging way via the
theme, “Capture Your Heat.”
An interactive outdoor panel was created that
literally enabled curious consumers to see how much
heat they generated by allowing them to “capture their
heat.” Not only did they have fun with technology, but
they could directly remember a new brand.
An interactive screen with a thermal digital
mirror was placed in the heart of Helsinki. A thermal

camera connected with a 61-inch plasma screen
showed the heat emanating from passers-by with
special thermal heat imaging. Bluetooth was inserted
in the panel and passers-by could capture their image
by pushing the button the panel, and download it to
their phone to share with friends.
Not only did this interactive solution attracts
attention and push the boundaries of
communication, but it engaged the elusive,
technology-oriented target groups and their friends
— key in today’s socially networked world.
This cost-effective campaign was able to boost
Battery’s total sales by double-digits in the Helsinki
target area and grow market share. Battery Heat
immediately received unprecedented levels of market
share for a new launch and was ranked abou the the
top 10 energy drinks.
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BRONZE WINNER: Chevron "Energy Question of the Day"
Program at 2008 World Petroleum Congress in Madrid, Spain

Work. Social.
Hub Culture Pavilions offer new ways for the world's knowledge elite to collaborate.
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Client: Chevron
Entrant Company: The Wall Street Journal
Chevron was looking to achieve multiple, specific
goals at The World Petroleum Congress (WPC), held in Madrid, Spain. They
included:
• Target Energy policy makers, opinion leaders, government leaders and academics
• Surround and engage the delegates and attendees of the World Petroleum
Congress with Chevron’s message
• Connect the audience to the Chevron message through multiple engagement
points throughout the day
• Enhance energy literacy
• Create buzz around the Chevron executive centre
• Feature Chevron’s contributions and capabilities in addressing the energy
challenges we face
The Wall Street Journal Europe was the exclusive International Business
Newspaper and Silver Sponsor of The World Petroleum Congress. As a result, The
Journal was able to develop and execute a custom, never-done-before program for
Chevron at the Congress. Chevron’s goals became the foundation of the marketing
programs executed in Madrid, which included multiple media applications at
multiple touch points throughout each day.
A cornerstone of the strategy was the “Energy Question of the Day” contest.
Delegates and attendees answered the question via the Adwalkers and 2 winners
were awarded a MacBook Air at random each day of the Congress.
Components of the WPC marketing program included:
• Ten Adwalkers to promote the competition and collect the delegate’s information to
enter the competition
• 17,500 Belly Bands with the questions in English and Spanish distributed in 32 four
and five star hotels and at the Congress
• 36 Cardboard stands with questions in English and Spanish located at The Wall
Street Journal Europe, Chevron and CNBC exhibition stands
• 90 co-branded newspaper bins located at the hotels, the congress and the
exhibition centre
• 3,500 DVDs with Chevron ads and WSJ.Com inter views distributed at the hotels
• 2 co-branded white boards to announce the daily winners
The contest was a resounding success measured in both numbers and client
response. Contest entrants and momentum increased daily with a total of 2,618 total
contest entries. Feedback from both the Chevron client and agency also validated the
overall success of the campaign.

BRONZE WINNER:
Electrolux “Silent
Laundry”
Client: AEG Electrolux
Entrant Company:
ZenithOptimedia UK
“The World is Noisy Enough” campaign aimed to raise awareness of
the broader issue of noise, and reinforce the benefits of having an
AEG/Electrolux silent washing machine in one’s home.
AEG’s New Product Development Team recognized that noise
pollution was affecting more people in Europe and was becoming
increasingly difficult to escape. In addition, brand tracking proved that
noise level was a key criterion for the purchase of washers and dryers.
Focus groups also demonstrated that when consumers were
reminded of how annoying noise pollution is in their daily lives, they
seriously considered “silence” as a crucial product USP.
It was not sufficient to focus simply on the quietness of AEG
appliances. Brand tracking showed that consumers find it difficult to
make a distinction among home appliance brands, so a single issue
was not enough of a differentiator. Instead, it became critical to create
shifts in brand perception, especially in using silence as a key buying
criterion, and also increase the amount of consumer/journalist
discussion around the issue of noise pollution.
Mass media was used to drive awareness of the noise issue and
present the Silent Laundry product range. Posters with decibel meters
were set up in key noisy locations around Europe — (Old Street Foundry
in London, Calle Princessa in Madrid) — to display the noise levels on a
digital screen.
The data was then streamed to five different language sites
(noiseawareness.co.uk or mundoruidoso.es) where users could compare
the noise levels in each city and understand how noise varies on the
course of minutes, hours and days. This led up to Noise Awareness Day
(April 15, 2008—and EU initiative) which also engaged journalists,
bloggers and PR.
The campaign worked to both shift the brand’s metrics and create
discussion. In fact, 45% of those who read about or saw the decibel
posters were more likely to think about noise when buying an appliance
and 35% of those who read about or saw the decibel posters were more
likely to buy an Electrolux.

BRONZE WINNER: dunhill Fragrances Mini Cooper Giveaway
Client: Procter & Gamble, Prestige Beauty
Entrant Company: Starcom South Africa
The dunhill Fragrance brand in South Africa had lost its appeal to younger, more ‘hip’ consumers. dunhill Fragrances and
Mini-Cooper partnered in a global campaign to revitalize the brand that enabled each participating country to give away a
dunhill-branded Mini Cooper Car. The campaign had three key objectives: expand the fragrance user base among younger
consumers, drive a 10% increase in sales, and leverage the “British Heritage” brand equity pillar of the dunhill fragrances.
Young South African men define their style and personalities through brand association of tangible commodities like premium fragrances, cars and clothing. The
dunhill fragrance brand has high aspirational appeal. The target’s need to be in the ‘know’ and travel also gave the brand an opportunity to strengthen its “British
Heritage” equity through education and association with Mini-Cooper.
dunhill worked exclusively with FHM Magazine (the largest circulating male magazine in SA), and utilized FHM’s platforms to capitalize on their loyal readers via
multi touch-points — print, online, mobile and experiential events. FHM magazine equips men with social ammunition, what to wear, what car to drive and how to
keep up with the latest trends.
Interest was created through advertorials about “British Heritage” as social ammunition, and a call to enter the competition to win a branded dunhill MiniCooper. The print also drove readers online where they could interact with the brand by playing a game with a chance to win instant gifts.
Contest entries were encouraged through electronic newsletters, online advertising and center court displays in malls. The dunhill Mini drove around to key
nightlife hot spots where promoters sampled the fragrance and encouraged entry. All elements of the campaign were sophisticated and sexy, while a glamorous event
was held to announce the winner of the car. The event was covered by local gossip/celebrity websites and social networking sites which generated large amounts of PR.
The campaign’s success was measured against set objectives. The goal was to achieve a 10% increase in sales yet a remarkable 30% increase was accomplished.
The FHM Banner Advertising for dunhill generated an average click through rate 150% greater than the industry average. Roughly 46,000 total entries were received.
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BRONZE WINNER: Jindal Hissar —
Creating an End-Customer Pull in a B-to-B Category
Client: Jindal Hissar
Entrant Company: Media Direction, R K Swamy Media Group
Jindal Hissar, a leading name in steel and galvanized products, was
launching, for the first time in India, a revolutionary galvanized pipe
product or “Anti Corrosion and Leak proof (A.C.L) G.I Pipe.” The
product will not corrode with acid or the ill effects of standing water.
This general category of pipe is thought of as a commodity, and
there is little decision-making involvement on brand preference. The
new Jindal Hissar product was also priced at a premium over the
existing non-A.C.L pipes and probably would not sell until an endcustomer pull was created.
Anti Corrosion and Leak proof (A.C.L) G.I Pipes were not
bought by the end-user, but by plumbers and contractors. The
largest-selling brand is often taken for the most convenient choice.
The gap between product offering and consumer had to be bridged.
As a result, the frame of reference had to shift from a G.I. Pipe being
a mere plumbing product to an important ingredient in a dream
home.
Thus, “Education” among end consumers, about the
attributes and benefits of the product, became the core of the
strategy.
A 360 approach was devised to touch the various consumer
segments. This included a launch conference, executed by the
Media Agency in collaboration with a home/interiors magazine
partner. TV and Radio were also conceived by the Media Agency and
executed through the respective channel partners. Even a tie-up with
a construction company for brand logo and a product feature
mention was arranged and executed.
A five-city post-launch research project showed that awareness
increased among end consumers by 51% within the first month of
the campaign. “Need to consider” product evaluations increased by
27%, while ACL inquiries at dealerships increased by 17% during
that same first-month timeframe.

BRONZE WINNER: Ford Focus — Ford Rips
Through The Great Outdoors

BRONZE WINNER: Breakthrough MasterCard Mobile
Program Engages Youth Audience

Client: Ford Philippines
Entrant Company: Mindshare Philippines
Ford Focus has been in the market for two years and sales have
remained stagnant. Ford is also perceived as being a gas-guzzler.
Launching a diesel variant was aimed to address these issues, while
introducing the first diesel sedan in the Philippines. The goal was to
generate awareness and interest to lead to test drives by levering the
new model’s power and exhilaration.
The launch was not about the car’s appearance, but the turbo
diesel performance. A typical car campaign would include TV, print
and traditional billboards. For this launch to be successful, engine
performance had to come to life in a way that would encourage
consumers to take a second look. Ford Focus’ core business is in
Metro Manila, so outdoor media in high traffic areas — from lamp
posts to bus sheds along major thoroughfares made sense.
The Ford Focus diesel engine was “surprisingly fast,” so use of
out-of-home literally demonstrated the car’s power — in that it rips
off everything it passes. A wall mural was made to look like a panel
of building was stripped, parts of bus sheds were made to look as if
they had been blown away, a set of lamp banners were torn in the
middle. The medium was the message.
Because the Ford Focus had no noticeable change in its
appearance, an unseen turbo diesel engine was made to come to
life through instantly recognizable effects. During the launch month,
inbound calls for the new Ford Focus increased 21%, while test
drives increased to the highest level every for an new Ford vehicle in
the market.

Client: MasterCard Worldwide
Entrant Company: Universal McCann Japan
In a VISA-dominated market, young people in Japan (age 18 – 24)
are aware of MasterCard, but the opportunity existed to further
boost usage within the youth audience. To promote increased
brand preference and interaction, MasterCard leveraged Japan’s
propensity for mobile communications as the cornerstone for a
unique youth campaign.
Japanese adolescents are very technologically savvy — in fact,
the average Japanese person prefers to maintain personal
connections via mobile-based emails, texts and calls, as opposed to
the average global inclination for face-to-face communication, email
and social networking. Furthermore, mobile (“keitai”) phones are a
primary source of service and function in Japan, even more so than
computers or PDAs, and Japanese youth in particular rely on mobile
phones to connect with friends 24/7.
In this prominent “keitai culture,” youth meticulously decorate
their handsets both inside and out and are constantly searching for
fun, new functions to aid their interaction with friends. Not
surprisingly, mobile content is extremely popular among the youth
set and typically sold in Japan for 300 yen (USD $3). To engage this
“life-starters” target, MasterCard developed a mobile campaign site
full of free tools and content. Online banner ads were used to
promote the campaign, and print ads featuring quick response
(QR) codes provided easy access to the mobile site. Seasonality
was also a key element to the campaign, with an April launch date
chosen for its association with new beginnings—students head
back to school and recent graduates enter the work force, all eager
to communicate with friends.
Geared towards building and enriching friendships, the
MasterCard-branded mobile contents included photo frames,
decomail (decorative mobile email templates), a flash game and a
message board where users could recount “Priceless” experiences
to receive limited-edition downloads. MasterCard also became one
of the first brands to utilize custom mobile “arrange tools”
(ringtones, wallpapers, icons and screen designs) as a form of
brand communication and engagement.
The MasterCard mobile site received over 1 million page views
and over 300,000 branded contents were downloaded. By
understanding key cultural insights and trends, MasterCard
engaged an otherwise distant youth audience and created an
interactive relationship for further “Priceless” campaigns to
cultivate.

BRONZE WINNER: InterContinental Hotels & Resorts “Real Cities”
Client: InterContinental Hotels & Resorts Entrant Company: BBC Worldwide Media Agency: MPG International
The company introduced new brand positioning to ensure that travelers make the most of their stays by being “in the know.” InterContinental needed to persuade
discerning travelers that its hotels had the local knowledge to make their trip special.
Local celebrities are ideal candidates to bring their various cities to life and identify the hidden hotspots and compliment input from InterContinental concierge
teams. The BBC Worldwide editorial team was interested in developing a series of travelogues that provided an “insider’s guide” to a major city. The idea was pretested with viewers, and a combined total of 89% agreed that they would “definitely” or “probably” watch the series.
The Real Cities evolved as 30-minute travelogues designed to inspire potential InterContinental guests to see beyond the tourist trail. BBC Worldwide acted as the
media and creative resource to ensure that InterContinental message reached travelers at all stages of their journey. Key “travel corridor” moments were identified, so
that promotion could reach guest in-flight, while checking into their hotel, in their room, and also via print and online.
Given that the target audience was likely to include regular visitors to some of the Real Cities destinations, the programs were designed to highlight “hidden
hotspots.” Each episode featured three well-known locals, such as fashion designer Ozwald Boateng, model Alek Wek, and Indian chef Madhur Jaffrey as “tour guides.”
Episodes were accompanied by ads stating that the program was made “in association with” InterContinental Hotels & Resorts.
A microsite was developed to support the television series, www.therealcities.com. This online version not only carried advertising for InterContinental, but also
provided additional information such as maps and directions.
The Real Cities achieved changes in perception for InterContinental, as well strong awareness and recall metrics. Among BBC Worldwide viewers, 67% recalled at
least one element of the campaign and 33% recalled InterContinental Hotels as the sponsor. Research also showed that among those consumers who recalled the
campaign, 36% said they planned to stay with InterContinental over the next 12 months.
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BRONZE WINNER: KFC Variety
Client: KFC
Entrant Company: Mindshare South Africa
The campaign objective was to position KFC’s Variety Bucket
as the Number 1 meal for “Family/Group” sharing occasions
amongst the high income Adult market — KFC is the best way
to bring your family/friends together. This included taking
advantage of Survivor SA Reward Challenge, while also driving
sales of KFC’s Variety Bucket meal.
KFC wanted its connection with Survivor Reward Challenge
to underscore sharing with family and friends. That association
was best served by linking in-store promotion creatively with the
campaign. The offer became: Buy a Variety Bucket & win a trip for
you & 3 friends to Malaysia (site of Survivor Challenge) in the
KFC “Biggest Reward Competition”.
The guerrilla technique capitalized on Survivor SA, although
KFC was not the show’s official sponsor. Creative also spoofed
the reward concept of the show, yet the competition was
designed to solidify the bond with the show by giving contestants
a chance to visit one of the show’s locales.
The media evolved in two stages: 1.) Establish KFC’s Variety
Bucket meal as perfect for family/group sharing occasions, and
2.) Communicate KFC’s Variety Bucket as the “ultimate reward”
to win the grand prize of a trip for 4 to Malaysia, the site of
Survivor SA.
Radio, television and print were used to generate traffic to
KFC and introduce the KFC Survivor characters. An on-line
competition page ran on M-Net’s (The Survivor TV Network)
website, which included an interactive survivor game with two
KFC Survivor characters.
According to Verity Smith, KFC’s Brand Manager responsible
for this project:
“KFC successfully ‘owned’ the association through-out the
Survivor series, with innovative creative & media use. This
enabled the brand to move into a more contemporary area,
elevating the brands’ stature in the marketplace.”
Since this launch, Variety Bucket
sales have been so successful that they
are now a permanent menu item. Also
the KFC advertising in association
with the Survivor show demonstrated
a 50% reach achieved against the
desired target of high-income adults.

BRONZE WINNER: Johnson’s Baby
Client: Johnson & Johnson Latin America
Entrant Company: Discovery Networks Latin America
Johnson & Johnson Latin America was preparing to launch a new line of baby products to be used as part of a 3-step nighttime routine that’s clinically proven to help
promote better sleep for babies and toddlers. (Consequently, parents sleep better, too.)
OMD, Lowe, Discovery Solutions and the Johnson’s Baby Franchise of Latin America worked together to develop an integrated marketing campaign that leveraged
traditional media in non-traditional ways.
The campaign began with a casting call across Latin America in search of sleep-challenged families with babies/toddlers to participate in a docu-reality series,
“Sweet Dreams,” created and produced by Discovery Networks Latin America. When parents registered, they also answered questions that would help identify sleep
myths, which would provide supplemental content for the series.
Discovery then searched for the “Baby Face” of the campaign to promote the upcoming series through on-air promotion that drove viewers online to register and
upload photos.
After selecting the face of the campaign, the series was launched in September during Discovery’s “Baby Month,” as part of an extensive line-up of shows on
parenting.
Throughout every step of the campaign, Johnson & Johnson was positioned as a supportive entity concerned about sleep difficulties.
The contest to search for the “Face of Baby Month” garnered more net entries than any other contest in the history of Discovery Networks Latin America. “Sweet
Dreams” achieved rating across the region that doubled the network average. J&J couldn’t be amid a more engaged audience.
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BRONZE WINNER: Vestas —
Unconventional Wisdom

the

internationalist

“Within a few years, we’ll realize that we’ve
entered the golden age of online advertising.
For the first time, there will be no ‘waste’
in advertising budgets. The internet allows
marketers to directly address their customers—
putting to rest the famous quote from U.S.
department store magnate, John Wanamaker:
'I know that half of my advertising is working,
but I don’t know which half!' "
— Jeffrey Cole, Director of the Center for the Digital Future,
USC Annenberg School for Communication

“Digital has changed the face of marketing.”
— Nick Brien, CEO of MediaBrands

Call for
Entries
Opens May 15

2009

Awards for
Innovative Digital
Marketing
>> Solutions
Final Deadline: July 31
Campaigns from May 2008- May 2009 qualify for 2009
Awards to be announced at the end of September 2009.
Go to internationalist-awards.com/digital/

Client: Vestas
Entrant Company: Newsweek, Inc.
Vestas is a modern energy provider and a leader in wind
energy. Yet, their international recognition, specifically in the
US, was relatively low. The company’s key goal was to
proactively influence tomorrow's political decision-makers and
opinion leaders concerned with future energy sustainability
and stable markets for wind energy.
The marketing goal was to create a modern, “of the
moment” campaign with a high profile burst of activity. Vestas
recognized that one way to increase their awareness in the US
and inform a high level audience was to reach their targets in
new ways and new places — just as they were receptive to
thinking about important issues.
At that time, there was nothing more “of the moment” than
the US elections.
Newsweek attained distribution at both the Democratic and
Republican Conventions in the US, and delivered a daily
newsletter called “Unconventional Wisdom” for delegates,
officials and the media. Each morning 11,000 copies of this
newsletter were distributed at the convention halls and at the
delegate hotels. Vestas was the sole advertiser within the
newsletter — giving them 100% ownership of “Unconventional
Wisdom.” This provided an opportunity to reach these “opinion
formers” in a political environment with an eye toward the future.
It was only a matter of weeks from idea inception to
campaign implementation. The topic was hot, Vestas’ message
was relevant, and the environment for distribution could not
have been any closer to the ground! Vestas’ brand awareness
increased considerably.

BRONZE WINNER: Trend Micro — Sweden Campaign
Client: Trend Micro
Entrant Company: Banner Corporation, London
Trend Micro is a manufacturer of anti-virus and internet content security software products
with solutions for businesses and home PC use. Although the category is important, it is not
front-of-mind unless one is purchasing/upgrading a system or attacked by a virus.
Trend wanted to increase awareness in Europe by demonstrating its security leadership.
Ideally, it wanted to test in one country to build a meaningful presence, and then use that
experience to create successful blueprints for other countries. Sweden was chosen as the test
market.
Several key insights emerged:
• Broadband may have changed the kind of activities with which consumers engage — video,
gaming, downloads, but it has also increased the susceptibility of web threats.
• Online time has overtaken print media time
• The Trend target audience represents consumers with high consumption of all media.
A media strategy was created with four concepts in mind:
Partnership programs — one included teaming up with publisher, Aftonbladet, to create
bespoke “VirusDoktor” content for their site. This consisted of ten video segments with a
security expert who visited homes/business and solved problems. Ordinary Swedes could
submit problems in hopes of winning a visit.
Affinity Targeting — using research to identify the key interests of the target group and
the selecting top media properties in these interest areas.
Threat Targeting — tailored messages were created to reach people when security risks
were heightened, such as when downloading, shopping or social networking.
Coverage — cost-efficient network activity gave a sense of ubiquity and a perception that
Trend is a major player in the marked.
Engagement with the brand has certainly been a success, based on all metrics from clicks
to consumer participation. Brand awareness has increased to the point that people are also
willing to buy the product, according to survey results. Trend Micro is now using these key
Swedish campaign ingredients to pilot additional EMEA campaigns.

BRONZE WINNER: The Ideal Man — GQ France
Client: GQ France
Entrant Company: Condé Nast Publications, GQ France
Client: GQ France
Ad Agency: DDB Paris
A local edition of Condé Nast’s GQ, or Gentlemen’s Quarterly, was launched in France where it needed to distinguish itself from other men’s
magazines and quickly gain recognition. In addition, the magazine’s name was not easy to pronounce in French.
The goal of the campaign was also to underscore the how GQ was the only multi-thematic men’s magazine in France. It informed
readers about culture, style, automobiles, sex, sports, etc—all with great ease, good humor and high standards.
The GQ message had to be easily accessible to all 25-40 year old active, urban men, and the name of the magazine had to be
pronounced so that it could be understood easily and clearly remembered.
Also, speaking to men in a different tone would also help to distinguish the magazine from others in its field. The campaign used humor to convey its message and
a spoof of “the ideal man.”
This represented the first time in France that an advertising film was created with a story line designed to promote a magazine. The film evokes all the qualities that
“The Ideal Man” should possess today. He ought to be funny, sexy and athletic; hold a good job; be sympathetic to women’s issues… and possess all other impossibly
perfect traits. However, as the slogan suggests, “The ideal man doesn’t exist, but his perhaps his magazine does….”
The campaign helped the magazine exceed its own ideal target audience figures in terms of the numbers of copies sold per month. In addition, when India
launched its edition of GQlater in September 2008, it decided to adapt the same advertising film. This certainly shows the universality of the GQ spirit.
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SIR MARTIN SORRELL LOOKS AHEAD
The International Advertising Association (IAA) London Chapter hosted WPP Chairman Sir Martin Sorrell in its annual luncheon to
gauge the State of the Advertising Industry from its leaders. Sorrell’s predictions suggested that 2009 may turn about to better than
expected, but 2010 should see more overall growth.
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All photo identifications from left:
1 Michael Toedman, IAA UK President; Sir Martin Sorrell, WPP and Jonathan Davis, CNN International.
2 Marie Friel, The Wall Street Journal.
3 Steve Wheeler, Emirates Airlines and Kate Keane, Johnson & Johnson.
4 Mike Jarvis, Banner Corporation and Sarah Guttridge, The Economist.
5 Nick Edgley, Press Holdings; Toby Moore, The Telegraph and Stuart Smith, SSM.
6 Johanna Krantz and Patricia Meier Woster — both Publicitas.
7 Libby Hills, Credit Suisse.
8 Sarah Barbour and Angus Urquhart, USA Today.
9 Peter Colvin, Mediaedge:cia and Will Nicholson, EuroNews.
10 Jeff Upward, Total Media and David Hanger, Prospect Magazine.
11 Peter Mason and Sonia Pham — both Advance International Media.
12 Andy Bush, Time and Fortune magazines.
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Building
China Markets
Plowing Fertile Ground in the Year of the Ox

UNDERSTANDING YEAR OF THE OX
To mark the new year on the Chinese calendar, The
Internationalist presented Building China Marketing:
Plowing Fertile Ground in the Year of the Ox at New

3

York’s China Institute. The Ox represents opportunity for
those who are methodical, persistent, and confident.
Janet Carmosky, CEO of The China Business Network
and veteran manager and consultant for foreign-

4

invested businesses in China, presents her map of the
Chinese business and consumer landscape, so

2

marketing executives can make the most of their China
ventures.
All photo identifications from left:
1 Janet Carmosky, The China Business Network.
2 Tim Love, Omnicom Group.
3 Maggie Chow and Marsha Sharpe — both Publicitas with Virginie Haemmerli of OMD.
4 Kipp Cheng, 4As and Odetta King, New York State
Tourism.
5 Michael McCune, The China Business Network
and David Steifman, Huson International Media.
6 Caitlin Crawford and Claudia Guzowski — both The
Wall Street Journal.
7 Tiffany Hong, Marriot and Kathy Yang, Tiffany &
Company.
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5
EXECUTIVE MARKETING SUMMIT

6

The Days floor activity on the NYSE was rung in by some of the world’s leading executives in advertising,
media and marketing. However, cold it was on the streets of New York, both the Dow and the dialogue
heated up during the day. CMO’s from both Hewlett Packard and Harley Davidson discussed their 360
marketing strategies for building relationships with their very different targets. An all star panel composed of Creative and Media agency CEO’s outlined their strategies for moving their clients’ businesses
forward during difficult economic times. Dave Kansas, author and Wall Street Journal reporter spoke
over lunch and optimistically predicted at least one baseball pennant in New York as well as a Dow closing the year at 12,000. Dave was very warmly applauded by the audience
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All photo identifications from left:
1 Elise Cool, Andy Condon, Cheryl Zumatto, William Post, and Lorraine Nunez, all Wall Street Journal.
2 Marisa Ricciardi, NYSE.
3 Chris Collins, Wall Street Journal.
4 Mark-Hans Richer, Harley Davidson.
5 Guy Forestier-Walker, Maria Luisa Francoli, and Coleen Kuehn, all MPG.
6 Karen Swisher, AllThingsD.com and Michael Mendenhall, Hewlett Packard.
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Chicago
Some might argue that Chicago's moment in the sun has just passed, given all the
attention the city received in the two year run-up to the election of Barack Obama as US
president. The city's favorite son had come to symbolize a kind of ‘can-do’ spirit embodied
in Chicago, where a solid middle class is big on civic improvement and the buzz of the big
city combined with traditional values creates an altogether nice atmosphere.
None of those views would be wrong, nor any less relevant, now that the Obama’s have
moved on to Washington D.C., taking the spotlight with them. Chicago»s principal
drawback is its location — making it absolutely freezing in winter. Your bones ache the
minute your feet hit the gangway off a plane at O’Hare, the body fighting off sudden onset
hypothermia as you shiver past the sports bars that line the terminals. That makes spring
and summer the time to go! Plan your business stay for now, as the weather is warming up
and the place comes alive with activity.
Arrivals
Unfortunately, Chicago’s public transportation
remains a bit of a disaster, so the best thing to
do on arrival is to hop a car service. The local
taxis are quite dilapidated, so try Concierge Car
Service for rentals delivered to the airport
(ranging from Minis to Smarts to BMW 7
Series) (+ 1 312 408 0800) or Car and Driver
for a serviced pickup (+1 312 925 3739) one of
the more reasonable booking services available.
After navigating 24 cracked cement exchanges
and the odd flyover, one arrives into the heart
of the city. The Chicago River basin forms the
core of the new areas here, capped by the
newly completed boom icon, Trump Tower.
The Peninsula Chicago inhabits the building
and was recently voted the best hotel in North
America. Best comes at a price, so while the
Peninsula is of exemplary standard, the prices
are too, so we’re going to direct you west
toward Lake Michigan, where the W Lakeshore
offers reasonable rates and some stunning
views. Don’t mix this up with the downtown W,
which has less to offer in every way. Another
hotel worth consideration is brand new Dana
Hotel and Spa — which features a GREAT bar
on the roof and is currently all the rage with
the beautiful people.
Activities
Chicago is a town that operates best
between Memorial Day and Labor Day —
the two American holidays bookending the
summer season. Running and
rollerblading are big here (the city is sooo
flat) — so join the crowd and take a sprint
down the shore of Lake Michigan, where a
boardwalk and path stretches for miles
along the sandy shore. South of the city
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core, a visit to the Shedd Aquarium (which
is soon completing extensive renovations)
and the Adler Planetarium offer fun
diversions with a natural bent. Across the
way is the beautiful Grant Park, a great
place to spend an afternoon walking
around or visiting Chicago's famous zoo.
During summer evenings the city screens
movies in the park, ranging from classics
to out-of-date blockbusters. Nothing beats
a bottle of wine, some blankets and a few
friends, all snuggled down on the grass
waiting for the start of Back To The Future
as the city’s lights twinkle on around you.
For the designer in you, try the
Architecture River Cruise, which winds up
the Chicago River and provides an eyefull of
competing architectural styles — a diversity
of design for which Chicago is well know.
Dining
Chicago is very much a meat and potatoes
kind of town. Lots of steakhouses and the
afore mentioned sports bars dot the city.
The traditional diner experience is alive and
well at Chicago’s best breakfast spot, the
West Egg Cafe.
Sit at the diner bar and stuff your face
for breakfast, then come back for a deli
lunch!
For finer dining with a more modern
flare try Sepia, a well known, trendy spot
downtown. Beautiful lighting and great
service complement the food, with hearty
selections ranging from delicate shellfish
through to exotic meats.
At sunset, dry grabbing a drink at the
Signature Room, a beautiful lounge with
even more beautiful views.

Entertainment
Chicago is best seen as a collection of
neighborhoods, places where the living is
easy and something of a cafe society exists.
Head around Michigan Avenue for cute little
cafes and good shopping, or jet north to
Boystown for a bit more edge and a younger
crowd. Up and coming is the upper north
west. It is still a little seedy but your chances
of wandering into a local jazz bar with a great
sound or hitting a trolley full of drunks out on
the town for a party are best here, as there is a
high concentration of bars, pubs and clubs.
It might sound silly, but every been
drinking at the mall? In an effort to attract a
younger crowd, department stores like
Neiman Marcus and others are
experimenting with cool little events,
including small fashion shows, invitation only
previews, and private cocktail parties. Call the
stores to find out about access and event
calendars, then rock up for an interesting
night! Local DJs, fashion runway moddles
and bartenders at the ready tend to loosen up
the crowd, and there's nothing quite like
roaming around the accessories department
with a martini in one hand and four hats in
the other. Just be sure to set a spending limit!
It gets messy, which is why they do it.
Afterall, what could be more solidly middle
class and all-American than mall weaving?!

Stan Stalnaker is the founder and creative
director of Hub Culture Ltd., a movement with a
suite of activities focused on content
development, private social networks and global
experiences. He can be contacted at
stan.stalnaker@hubculture.com.

